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ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community
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and classes geared

Forensics team
steps closer to
national win

toward promoting

By Nathan Robaon

Volume 101. Issue 59
WWWBGNEWSCOM

Beyond

Answers to life
may be found
in religion
University programs

Burger King

spiritual growth

| Page 7
Cru grows with
friendships
Faith-based groups
attribute word-of-

Students can eat healthier off campus

mouth to rise in
attendance | Page 7

"I miss the dining halls because now I have
to go to the grocery store every week."
Students say hello to Chef Boyardee Sauber said. "It's so much easier to just
walk down the hall and grab a bite to eat"
when they say goodbye to the dorms.
A change in living arrangements means Many students who move off campus
a change in diet when students move off tend to buy their groceries individually rather than sharing food with their
campus.
Dining halls on campus make finding a roommates. Common places to grocerymeal convenient, said Andrea Sauber, shop off campus in Bowling Green
sophomore.
See FOOD | Page 2
By Freddy Hunt
Reporter

Students aid
local children's
charity
Honors Student
Association raises
funds for abused
children | Page 3

i Women run
I with Irish, fall
in overtime

STUFF TO EAT

Kate Achter led
Falcon scorers with
20 points | Page 9

Support your
Falcons tonight

Students living off-campus face many
food choices. We break down some of
the most popular options for your budget, schedule and waistline while associate professor of food and nutrition Joe
Williford )r. comments.

Reporter
Using their 14-foot, (jOO-puund trophy from
the Bloomberg IH-nnsylvania loumament as a
back drop, the BGSU Forensics team displayed
their skills showing why they are contenders to
become national champions.
The event hosted by leah DTjnillio, former
Face of Ft* Toledo and former member of the
HCiSW Forensics Team, showcased speeches by
members Stephanie Gtiigou, Suzie Sobieski and
lennifer Cole.
Already winning lack to back league champic mships. Coach Caul Alday said this year they are
setting their goals higher and aiming to win the
national title tournament which will take place
at the Central Michigan University.
The team will also participate in tournaments
at lltitler University. Montreal Canada. Cedarville
University and The Ohio State University
throughout the coming season.
"These kids put in hours that rival any football
team," said Michelle Baker, team president. "The
people who you see here are the ones giving up
their weekends to get ready."
Some members of the team will even be giving
up part of their spring break to attend one of the
tournaments, she said.
with a victory in her last tournament team
member Sohieski slid she has qualified lor the
(Wo forensic Associations Finals next semester.
I keep a book of examples that 1 hear in classes. This helps me keep my ideas so I can research
and memorize them to use in speeches," slid
See TEAM
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Seniors look to go
out in style in their

Football team

THE FRESH STUFF

final game at the
Doyt — kickoff at
7 p.m. vs. Miami
University | Page 9

CELERY AND OTHER VEGGIES-. Most local grocery stores sell the green stuff for
not much green Cele*y averaged less than $2 pet bunch at Bowling Greens

needs support

largest three grocers, and contains important vitamins and fiber. Veggies can be
prepared in thousands of ways, from raw (0 min. prep time) to crock-potted (a day)
WILLIFORD'S TAKE: Knock yourself out Veggies are a primary source of vitamins

with attendance

and minerals and are low in calories

By Colin Wibon
Assistant Sports Editor

THE CANNED STUFF
PASTAS: A bowl of this Chef Boyardee ravioli takes about a minute and a half to
heat up - making prep time one of the foods mam attractions. Less attractive is a

During.i tough football season that has seen
a lot of growing pains and heartache, BGSU
football has had another issue hanging ova its
head — attendance
As it turns out, that issue may almost lx'
solved.
According
to
Assistant
DRAWING A
Athletic Director of
CROWD
Communications).!).
Campbell, the athGIVEAWAYS:
letic department has
The first 10.000
reported that ticket
fans through the
sales for tonight's
gates receive free
game against Miami
Thunderstix and first
were around 18.000
5.000 receive free
yesterday morning.
BG Warrior T-shirts
Campbell could not
give an exact number
CELEBS: Lou Holtz
but he said the prowill be featured at a
gram was confident
luncheon at the Perry
it would meet the
Fieldhouse.
quota.
"We feel really
good about the number of people, businesses
and friends that have stepped up in the past
weeks," Campbell said. "We still have some
work to do and it's really dependent on the students who come out."
At the beginning of the season the Falcons

57% rating in the FDA sodium dairy value (DV) category The fal content is more
restrained, however, with only 1.5 grams (2%) per serving
SOUPS AND STEWS: Among the Campbell's soups randomly sampled by
The BG News, carb and calorie counts were low. with sodium much higher {about
lf>% of daily value, on average). Soup prices range from 50 cents per can for some

Give thanks to
our troops this
holiday season
Expressing gratitude
to servicemen and

generic brands to more than 2 75 per 15-oz can for gourmet products
VEGGIES: When compared wtth thetr frozen counterparts, canned vegetables
are. as a whole, very salty (16% average DV of sodium for canned - for frozen
vegetables, that number is usually zero) Many stores carry urtsalted varieties,
however, which are often the same pnee as the salted versions
WILLIFORD'S TAKE: Better than nothing but worse than frozen food Canned
foods generally have a lot of salt added in food preservatives.

women goes a long
way | Page 5

Faith Issues
Flash show with audio

THE STRINGY STUFF

of students and their

RAMEN NOODLES: Usually the cheapest of pre-made food options,
this retails for between 20 cents per pack for the no-frills, plastic wrapped

views on faith
| bgnews.com

people might avotd instant ramen because of MSG allergies, it's the
sodium that sets it apart - a whopping 47% DV for the 290-calone cup

form and $1 per bowl lor larger portions with vegetables. While some

of Maruchan shown at left With prep times of about three minutes (plus
the time needed to boil water), instant ramen packages rank somewhere
between canned soups (speedy) and frozen dinners (relatively slow) for
harried students
WILLIFORD'S TAKE: Cheap and not nutrient dense, but it is better
than nothing.

See FOOTBALL! Page 2

Are you going to the
BG vs. Miami Game?

THE FROZEN STUFF

Art exhibition
reveals culture

FROZEN DINNERS: The chicken a la king at right is similar
to most of the products m the BG News' random sampling of
16 Stoutfer's frozen dinners, but has neaHy double the group's
average carbs. with 55 grams. Average sodium and fat DVs
were 57.5% and 291%. respectively Prices averaged $2.28 per
meal.

CHUCK WHITE.
Sophomore. General
Health

meal more, these products intentionally offer less of most
ingredients While The BG News' 10-product randomized

"I've always liked the

sample showed much lower average quantities, of fat (9% DV).
sodium (24S6 DV) and calories (272 A as opposed to 468.3 for

football team"

the Stouffer's sampling), carbs were actually more abundant
(12% DV vs. 108% for Stouffer's)

| Page 4

I
I

ByH«th«rRi«d*l
Reporter

"HEALTHY" FROZEN DINNERS: For about 22 cents per

WILLIFORD'S TAKE: Anything processed has

CUi^lKIC.

preservatives so be a label reader. Look for low in salt.

THE SNACKS

TODAY

HOT POCKETS: Not as salty or fatty by DV as some other

Few Showers
High: 51. Low: 42

foods - until you realize that a serving is one pocket
EASY MAC: Has supplanted cereal as a snack in many dorm
and post-dorm diets. Cheap carbs (21* DV) outweigh fat (9%
DV), but not sodium (55%).
WILLIFORD'S TAKE: Hot pockets' 'No. too high in fat'

1

Music and dance are a major part of life in
Cape Breton and artists reflect the beauty and
impact of them through their work. BGSU
can now get a taste of that influence as the
Arts Village is currently hosting the "Hands
Dancing" exhibition that consists of artwork
from the Cape Breton area.
Cape Breton is located in the province of
Nova Scotia, Canada, and is known for its "mixture of different cultures" and surrounding landscape, which is different from the Midwest said
Stephanie Rozene. assistant professor in the
Fine Arts Center, The exhibition was recently in
die Upper Arlington, Ohio and was then brought
here to the Midwest area
There are around 20 pieces of artwork on dis-

TOMORROW
Thunder Showers

See VILLAGE | Page 2

High: 49. Low: 56

k

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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VILLAGE
From I

play hi this exhibition.
"It's 1 compilation colkviion,
so it's art from a variety of different artists, said Christine
Dniinrn, aciini; director in the
Canadian Studies Center.
Even though the exhibition
contains aiwutt 20 peiosni ol the
work from the original exhibition." it still reflects the beauty
and art seen in Cape Breton,
Ho/i'iir said.

"There's a lot of mountains and
seascape. It's really picturesque
with pine trees and little fishing
villages," Rozenesaid
Doug Fraser, a native from
Inverness, Cape Breton and one
of the artists participating in the
exhibition, spoke to an audience
at the University on Nov. I as the
visiting artist.
"Doug l-raser had no school
Ing and is self-taught," Rozene
said "I thought it vs.i- nice for
the students and faculty 10 listen to someone who has death.
excelled and perfected his craft"

Rozene described Prasers
only piece of work in the "Hands
Dancing" exhibition as a "really
beautiful painting thai actually
sort of. travels with you as you
walk around the room." The
painting is ol a dark road going
into space. Kci/ene said, and "if
you stand in front ol it lor a while.
you see that there's actually a lot
of color in it."
"It keeps drawing you down
this road, and ii you walk around
die room and keep looking back,
and keep looking down this road,
it's realk c|iiilc beautiful the wa\
that it draws \oit in." she added.
Drennen said she was happy
to have I raser as the visiting artist as well because ol the passion
lie has for his ait And since he is
a native of Cape Breton, he was
able to "bring thai flavor to our
areaol the country," she said.
"Me is a product of his sur
rounclings and he provides
insides to us about Nova Scotia,"
Drennen said.
Cape Breton and \o\a Scotia
are places thai are influenced liy
(iehk music and dance. I )rcnncn
explained. I he influence Of

Celtic rhythm, which involves a
lot of dancing, and painting is
another representation of that
philosophy or perspective on the
world."
She added, "Music and dance
i- very much a part of life in that
pan c if the world and it also influences art."
This is also the reasoning
Ix'hind the exhibition name
"Hands Dancing."
Both Drennen and Rozene
said both artists and non-artists
can enjoy this exhibition l)ecause
of the beauty of the artwork
and representation of the Cape
Breton ana.
"It's always nice to see what artists are making in other places,"
Rozene said, "Whether or not it's
the same mediums or imagery
that we use here in Ohio, there's
still something lo he learned from
thai in tern is of exposure."
"Hands Dancing" is open
to the public from 2:30- 6 p.m.
Thursday through Saturday, or
In special request until Nov. 17
and is located in the Arts Milage.
lor more Information call: 419157 or go to wwv.clia.bgsu.

GOP troubles not over yet
By Andrew Welsh-Huggins
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS. Ohio - legal
troubles aren't over for a fol
merGOPfundraisercom Icted
of stealing S2 million from a
state investment in rare coins,
and other people caught up
in Ohio's government scandal
may yet face charges.
TomNoe, whose woesplayed
a big role in the Republican
parly's Election Daj defeat.
was found guillv Moildax ol
theft, corrupt activity mone)
laundering, forgery and tampering with records, I le faces a
mandatory 10 years in prison.
With the verdict in, Attorney
General Jim Pelro will now
renew efforts through a civil
lawsuit to seek ill least SI million that Pelro charges Noe
took from the coin investment
for personal use. Pel rospi ikes
man Mark Anthony said yes

terday.

I'elro sued Noe last year,
accusing him of creating a
financial ruse In which he
disguised portions ol a $50
million investment in rare
coins from the Ohio Bureau
ol Workers' ( ompensation as
profits on thai investment,
I he company selling off the
coin funds si ill hopes to recoup
more than the stale's original Sail million Investment
once the entue collection ol
c oins, collectibles like historical postcards and some stock
shares are sold. Bill Brandt,

president ol Chicago-based
Development Specialists Inc..
siiid yesterday.
I he company is about to
turn over an additional $15
million lo the state. I cimbined
with previous sales, and adding about ST million that
Branch said \oe wrongly
claimed was profit, the state
will have about $42 million of
the investment.

DAILY ADVISING TIP
Arc you read) lcr spring registration? Do you knew M II.H classes yon
arc going io lake' Do you know lieu ic> use MyBGSU lo register?
Do you know when you can begin registering ' n youi answei to an) ol
these questions is "no", schedule an appointment with youi
advisor toda)
SponfOKd l» kdTtalni Nftlroc k

TEAM
From Page 1
Sobieski, who does limited
preparation speeches.
In limited preparation
speeches, contestants are given
two minutes to compose a
speech about a topic or idea
based on knowledge they
already have,
leaiiiniale lewis Smith was
quick in point out the team is
not all work and no play.
"We are hostkigapirate tournament on February 24. It's a
theme tournament where parddpantS dress up as a pirate,"
he said. "It's really light hearted
and is a good time. \\e wanted in have a pirales vs. ninja

tournament but thai got struck
clown to just a pirate lounia-

ment"
I asi year the team had a reduce -k lound up tournament.
It was a realh nice and
classy tournament except that
the members were dressed up
as rednecks," he said.
With all the tournaments the
team has traveled and competed ill, die members have
I xn ided in a similar fashion lliat
sports teams do Baker said.
"Everybody thinks we just
coni|K'le. bin we are a cohesive
team," said Baker." We are very
close to each other. VVc are a
small family. When you spend
months straight with some one
you cant help but lo get close."

FOOD
From Page 1
include Kroger on Main Street
and Meijer on East Wooster.
Convenience often enables
impulsiveness, according to
Sarah Shively, junior.
"When I lived in Kohl, Chili's
and Commons were right next
door," Shively said. "I would
always go and get doughnuts
and chips and junk. The convenience is definitely munchyfriendly."
Moststudentseatunhealthy
foods because they don't know
how to cook, said loe Williford
Ir., associate professor of Food
and Nutrition.
"Cooking means more than
using a microwave," Williford
said. "I bet two out often students actually know how to
cook a meal using raw ingredients.'
NateWarnecke, sophomore,
agrees that a lack of cooking
skills has an influence on eating habils.
"Since I can't cook I eat
mostly processed foods.
Stouffer's stir fry is probably
i he most high-class food I eat.
Chef Boyardee ravioli and
pizza rolls are also sweet,"
Warnecke said. "I don't eat as
impulsively but I know that
I'm not covering all of the food

FOOTBALL
From Page 1
received a letter of compliance
from the NCAA stating they
had lo average 15,000 people
al each home game or else
they would have to go on probation for 10 years. During
probation the Falcons would
have to meet the attendance
quota or they would not be
howl-eligible and the sanctions could pile up, eventually
leading to a demolion from
Division l-A,
Although these sanctions
would be devastating, it would
take a lot for them to go into
motion. The football program
and ils marketing department
are doing their best to keep it
from happening.
"We've put out a lot of ads
throughout this area, television, radio, and newspaper
ads," Campbell said.
The university has also
reached out lo its alumni. The
athletic department sent their
latest K-Ziggy Zoomba BGSU
Alumni e-mail newsletter,
asking alumni to buy tickets
for the game. The newsletter

groups.
Nutrition
Initiatives
Manager, Daria BlachowskiDreyer said even though students live off campus, they
can still get a meal plan.
"BG On-the-Go" is a $260
meal plan designed for commuters and isn't restricted
by Flex Funds, BlachowskiDreyer said. Students can also
use their BG1 account, meal
plan rollover, BG Bucks and
dining hall gift certificates to
purchase meals, she said.
But some students, like
Alison Kochis, senior, say the
dining halls don't always cater
to picky tastes.
"Managing our own groceries gives us more variety,"
Kochis said. "1 eat a whole lot
healthier because I have more
choices. Now I eat what I like
and not just what's available."
Sara Myers, junior, said
there will always be a temptation to eat unhealthy but
when she and her roommates
prepare meals together and
eat out more, it's easy to eat
with healthier habits.
"If you want to eat right you
can. you jusl have to put forth
an effort," Myers said, surrounded by empty boxes of
Airheads.
"If you're lazy, you're going
to be ealing out of a microwave."

gave alumni the choice to give
the tickets to whoever they
wanted or jusl to donate them
to the Falcon Club. Alumni
can buy the tickets in blocks
of 20 or more for just $7 per
ticket. It has been accepted.
"That's been huge for us,"
Campbell said. "That is one of
the main reasons we're doing
so good right now."
This game has grossed more
ticket sales prior to gate sales
than any other game this year.
The community has showed a
sense of urgency.
The issue solely lies on the
shoulders of the student body
al this point. Alumni have
come through and so has the
community. If there has been
18,000 tickets sold, then the
game will need to see 2,000 to
3,000 students in attendance.
"We need good student
turnout. This is a nationally
televised night game so it'll be
a lot of fun," Campbell said.
The athletic department
hopes their students are not
afraid of a little rain. The forecast is calling for low to mid408 with 13 mph winds and
rain. Although it is not ideal
weather to be outside in, that
is what football is all about.

POLICE
BLOTTER
Monday
2:54 a.m.
Complainant reported there was a male
subject passed out in middle of Oak
Grove Cemetery. The male was
gone when police arrived.
12:30 p.m.
Male reported to have broken into
an apartment on South Prospect
Street. He was not on the lease but
had been staying in the apartment
and took items. As he entered he
broke a window, causing $75 in

damage.
4:05 p.m.
Guitar reported stolen from a
North Main Street apartment. The
incident is under investigation.
4:11 p.m.
Officer was requested to check on
a student who was having suicidal
thoughts.
40»m
Subject reported being threatened
by her ex-husband's wife at an East
Wooster Street gas station on Sunday.
The woman was cited for menacing.
7:13 pm
Carl K. Philips. 63. of Bowling Green,
arrested for disorderly conduct on
West Poe Road. He was found lying in
the rnrddle of the road. When he was
taken to jail, officials sa»d he'd need to
be medically cleared. Once Phillips was
cleared, he was taken to jail.
7:16 pm.
Windshield wipers and engine belts
reported to be damaged on a vehicle
parked at an East Napoleon Road
apartment complex
10 pm
Suspicious device found in a trash can at
a community center on West Newton
Road. BGSU officer determined
it was simply a battery-powered
compass and a thermometer taped
together.

CITY
BRIEF
Police release woman
after potential threat
A Bowling Green woman who is eight
months pregnant was not jailed after
being arrested Monday night on charges
of aggravated menacing.
According to police reports. Angela
K. Hernandez. 24. had been threatening
to kill her children and family members
for several months Family members said
Hernandez told them she would purchase
a gun this Saturday.
She was taken to jail but Wood
County officials refused to allow her in
the jail because they said her admittance
required hospital clearance. Hernandez
was released to her sister-in-law and was
not forced to post bond

America Recycles Day November 15
RECYCLING
in Bowling Green

ON CAMPUS

OFF CAMPUS
^^

419-372-8909

419-354-6227

419-354-9297

BGSU collection containers
are provided in:
. Residence Halls
• Cafeterias
• Classroom Buildings

Red bins are for those
with CITY CURBSIDE
trash pickup. Call or ask
your landlord for details.

Blue bins are available for
free to assist with your
recycling. Call for details.

Bowling Green Recycling Center
Recyclables not accepted by red bin curbside pickup or on campus collection can be
dropped off at the 24 Hour Drop Off.

The 24 Hour Drop Off accepts:
Aluminum Cans
Steel, Paint, <J Aerosol Cans
Plastics Bottles

Glass
Cardboard* Brown Bags
Mixed Office Paper
Junk Mail

Books

Magazines
Catalogs
Newspaper
Phone Books

Scrap Metal
Scrap Aluminum 4 Foil

Go to www.bgrecycling.com for details.
For more information, contact the Wood County Solid Waste District at 419-354-9297
or go to www.wcswmd.org.

A

BITTERSWEET
Bittersweet Farms is pleased to announce growth in the premier
services we offer to individuals with autism. While adding to the team of
professionals at our Whitehouse location, we are excited to begin offering
our premier services to children and adolescents at our new Pemberville
site. If you have the patience, compassion, and flexibility required in an
MR/DD environment, we would like lo meet you!
Positions Available in Whitehouse
•
Behavioral Health Specialist {will serve Pemberville site as well)
•
2nd and 3rd Shift Direct Support Professionals
•
Quality Assurance (will serve Pemberville site as well)
Positions Available in Pemberville
•
Residential Services Manager
•
Transitional Specialists
•
Direct Support Professionals
Please print an application from our website, www,
biltersweetfarms.org, and send it
(or your resume) to Kristy Dunlap via email
kdunlap@bittersweetfarms.oxg, fax 419-875-5593, or to:

Bittersweet Farms
Attn: Human Resources
12660Arvhbold-Whitenouse Rd.
Whitehouse, Ohio 43571

CAMPUS

WWWBGNEWS.COM
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Chili tent aims to increase attendance
By Freddy Hunt
Reporter

With the forecast calling for
rain and temperatures in the
low 40s, chili by the bowl will
keep Falcon fans warm and full
at the football game tonight
against Miami.
It is more important than
ever to get fans out to the stadium said Gail Finan, director of
Dining Services. Selling bowls
of Chili is one way of doing so.
Vegetable and beef chili
topped with a piece of com
bread will be made available for
S3 a bowl, lixtra pieces of corn
bread will cost customers SI.

Bottled water and soft drinks
will be sold for $2.50. Only cash
will be accepted.
The Chili will be served under
a big tent at the south side of
the stadium starting at 6 p.m.,
Finan said.
Stephanie Sinko, sophomore,
believes that if the chili is good
enough, a crowd will come.
"lust about everybody loves
chili, especially on a cold night,"
Sinko said. "Maybe bowls of
warm chili is what will solve our
low attendance problem."
Founders Dining Center will
be closing at 6:30 p.m., a half
hour earlier than normal, and
will be serving coney dogs,

nachos and soft pretzels
to promote football spirit, Finan said.
According to Daria
Blachowski-Dreyer,
the general manager
of Dining Services,
Campus Corners and
Commons Dining
Center will be closed
all day.
"We need to
get students out to
the football game,"
Blachowski-Dreyer
said. "Everything is set up
to direct students to die
game and to Increase
support and excitement."

6-7pm

GET A LIFE

Trans Spoken Word

Some ewnti U*en from ewrtjbg*j«Ju

CHILLY OUTSIDE?
GRAB A BOWL!
■ Vegetable and Beef Chili - $3
each bowl comes topped with
corn bread
■ Sold on the south side ot the
stadium under a tent
■ Chili feast starts at 6 p.m.
Extra corn bread - $1
Cash only, no meal plans
Commons and
Campus Corners
will be closed all
day
■ Finders Keepers
closes at 6:30 p.m.

Come kten to several local poets and spoken

10am

word artists read from work vfa&i focuses on

Northwest Ohio Technology
Fair
Union Mm

sues ofoanstjender denoty PartclTiansojenrJer
Awareness Cfays
206 Union

6-730 pm

433-730 pm
Teacher Preparation
Extravaganza

Sport, Tourism, & Hospitality
Panel Discussion

Partiopate n tit, round tobn fctra by anemjng

202B Union

sessions addressng a variety of teacher job search
topics. Tope rotate every 20 mrnute Vat eadi
sess»/iac^lfet(^rao(rterestAltop(G^I

Colege:Who?Me?
Way Public Library. Perrysburg

be offered each 20-mrnute Hock ol line
226 Education BurMng

VtsrrJng Artist Scott Short

Transgender Day of
Remembrance

1101 Fie Aits Center

206 Union

5pm

Students raise money to help local charity aid abused, neglected children
By Tim Sampson
Reporter

Local abused and neglected children in need of a voice have been
given one thanks in part to the
efforts of University students.
Last night, members of the
Honors Student Association
held an event to celebrate the
end ofa recent local charity drive
for the Wood Country Court
Appointed Special Advocates,
also known as CASA.

Over S650 was raised through
ticket sales for the event and
through student donations.
The money will go toward
training youth advocates who
represent local children in
court proceedings.
"A lot of times, in cases of
abuse or neglect, children aren't
able to speak on their own
behalf in court," said Carol Fox,
director of the CASA in Wood
Country. "And that's when it
becomes necessary to have vol-

unteers who speak for them."
CASA trainsandprovides youth
advocates who spend thousands
of hours getting In know children and who are responsible
for representing their Interest In
court cases Involving allegations
of abuse or neglect
In 2003, CASA volunteers spent
over 2.500 hours working with 143
children in Wood County alone.
"The goal is to get a whole picture of the child," Fox said. "Wb
look not just at the specifics of

the case, but at the whole life of

the child, vi thai we can provide
the court with Input about what !••
i)i'st for them."
MSA became involved with
the charity because of the
local connection.
"We thought that it'd be really
neat to HIM- back to a local charity so that our money and support is going right back into the

BowUngGreen community/' said
lalme rlanna, junior and president of HSA

\ CASA volunteer was also on

Vc Hiding to llanna, the event
was aimed at kicking oil a year
ol fundraising events Im i VSA.

hand at the event to talk with StU-

I ISA plans on teaming with them
again for a winter clothing drive
over the holidays.
"Our honors students really like
to pick one charity to kind of work
with through the whole year,"
I lamia said. "But we're hoping that

decided I wanted to do something
to help children.' said Charlie
Essen, a CASA volunteer. "1 was

this will become an annual event
that the 1 ISA puts on each year
hopefully one that grows year
after year."

dents about his personal expert
ence with die program,
"I retired bur years ago and

told at the interview I onh, had
in make a one year cornrnitmeni
— three and a half years later I'm
still here."
Wording to FOX, the USA's
efforts were greatly appreciated

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
BEST SELECTION OF 1,2,3,4 AND 5 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2007.
Amenities included in many of our houses:
- Furnished or unfurnished
- Washer and Dryer
- Garbage disposal, dishwasher
- Large yards
- 1 and 2 car garages
- Full basements
- Most homes are NEW or REMODELED
JORDAN FLOWED

•-EBGMW5

And the winner is...
LAST CALL Nearly 100 people packed into the Black Swamp Pub last night for the final round of The Last Comic Standing. On stage In

-

Air conditioning
Gas log fireplaces
1-2 blocks from campus
May or August leases availabU
Microwaves
Walk in closets

3-5 People allowed depending on location
CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 352-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com

this photo the self proclaimed underdog of the competion Joe Luccchese.

Practice.
It's a show stopper. And a career starter.

Pre Holiday Sale

20% off <

Everything*
Tuesday, November 28
9am - 7pm
At Temple, we provide students with hands-on opportunities to learn.
Whether you're a student of tourism, hospitality, sport or recreation management, you'll
learn by doing. We place 100% of our students in hard-to-get internships, externships,
or jobs So when you graduate you'll be ready to get on the field And stand out within
it as well.
To learn more, call 215-204-3103 or visit us at www.templ«.«"iu/«thm/colleg*s

BGSU Apparel
BGSU Gifts
BGSU Jewelry

loin us for one of our upcoming events at Main Campus. Room 4)2, 1700 N. Broad St.,
Philadelphia, PA:
Information Sessions
Noon or 5 p.m.
December 13
March 12
February 19
April 9

Prospective Graduate Student Forum
> p.m.-4pm
January 5

School of Tourism
and Hospitality Management
TEMPI!

School supplies
includes already discounted
merchandise
'discount does not apply to textbooks.

530 E. Wooster, BG • 419-353-7732

CREENBRIAR. INC

OPINION

"We clearly need a fresh approach" - Josh Bolten, President Bush's chief of
staff, on the Administration's position on Iraq, from Time.com

PEOPLE ON THE STREET

Are you going to the BG vs. Miami game tomorrow?

"Yeah, I'm going so

"We have a football

"Yes. because if they

"Yes, to support

I can get the free

team?"

don't get a lot of

the football team

people we lose our

because I want them

Have your own take on

Division I status."

to remain Division I."

todays People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

KELLAWEDDLE
Freshman. Undecided

CHASATI
ALLEN. Freshman.
Telecommunications

T-shirt."

CODY REX. Senior.
MUSK Education

KEITH WHITE, Junior

VCT

STAFF EDITORIAL 1 CAMPUS ATHLETICS

Tonight at 730 the BGSU
Falcons win face ofl
against Miami at Doyt
Perry stadium.
And the team needs you
there. Tonight's game needs
to draw a crowd of about
20,000 people or the team
and the University could lace
serious consequences.
Due to poor attendance at
home games. Ml i is at risk of losing it's Division I status.
A poor turnout tonight
could mean 10 years ol probation, during which time BG
would not be eligible lor any
bowl games.
This would not only hurt the
team, but tbe University as well.
So The B(i News is telling all
students, faculty and community members to get to this game.
The Office of Residence life
has many residence halls par
ticipating in a campus-wide
iniiative to bring people to the
game. Some hall lobbies will

be decorated with orange and
brown and many halls will be
meeting before the game and
attending as a hall.
All the opportunities are there
and with the appearance ol
MTV-U and ESPN 2. it's sure to
be a great time.

So get out from in from of
the TV (you can tape America's
Next Top Model) and get out
to the game.
Grab some chili from the concession stand and maybe even
score a free T-shirt, just show
some support for our BG team.

Office of Residence Life
See what your residence hall is doing to bring students out to the BG v.
Miami game
■ Conklin Meeting at in the lobby at 7:10p.m. to head out to the game
■ Harshman Anderson-Bromfield: Check with your resident adviser.
■ Harshman Chapman-Dunbar Face painting, snacks and a raffle
begin in the lobby at 6p.m. Then everyone will leave to go to the game.
■ Founders: Meeting to leave for the game at 7p.m.
■ Kohl: 'Falcon Kick-Off' starts at 6p.m. with face painting, food and
games.
■ Kreischer Ashley-Batchelder Food and face painting in the lobby at
6p.m„ then leaving for the game at 7p.m.
■ Kreishcher Compton-Darrow: Sign making and face painting at 6p.m.
■ McDonald: Two groups meeting and heading out to the game, one at
6p.m and one at 7p.m.
■ Offenhauen Check with your tesident adviser
■ Rodgers Rock the Doyt' begins at 5 in the lobby.

Looking at the Red Cross:
Are the policies homophobic-?
CHAD PUTERBAUGH
OPINION COLUMNIST

Fall is in the air once again. In
addition to various campus
organizations carrying on their
fall events, the American Red
( JOSS will be In town once again
for its fifth annual Blood Howl.
F.very year when BGSU plays
the University of Toledo, the
Red Cross visits for a chance to
capitalize off of students' school
spirit and make blood collection
intoa rivalry
Caught up in the effort of
beating the dastardly Rockets,
probably the last thing on the
average student's mind is:
how might my blood donation
be negative?
As the stigma surrounding
homosexuals begins to dissolve,
a potentially discriminatory
policy of the Red Cross has been
slowly revealed.
Since a 1982 recommendation from the hood and Drug
Administration (CNS News),
the American Red Cross has
asked that donors answer the
following question: "|A|re
|you| a male who has had
sexual contact with another

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnewscom

Religion means little to nothing for me anymore. It's merely
another facet of learning on the
diamond of life.
1 say this because knowledge
is my new religion, it's been that
way for years, but only recently
did I decide to "baptize" myself
into Uiis religion of knowledge.
Only recently did I decide dial
the knowledge of all subjects
would culminate in me solving
die mysteries of life for myself,
not a god.
I am often surprised to discover how many of my peers, like
me, attended a Catholic school.
Every time the topic of
religion comes up, so do my
memories of Catholic school.
I lowevcr, before I even get
one complaint out. I am usually interrupted by someone
who shared the experience,
"I went to Catholic school
too," one of them would say
before being echoed by a few
other students in the class.
Funny thing is, I know of very

few Catholic school graduates
who continue to practice die
faith, other than an annual visii
to church on Christmas.
hor me. Catholic school
taught me the Catholic faith
—one method far solving die
mysteries of life on Earth and
living happily ever after—and

little more. In the end, was it
beneficial? Well, it didn't take
eight years of schooling to teach
me the one sentence golden
rule, I know diat!
But that rigorous instruction,
Including religion class several
limes a week and church twice
a week for eight years, probably
ingrained in my memory permanend] a certain set of morals
which will follow me the rest of

my Ufa,

However, intensive-brainwashing is not the only reason
these morals will follow me
— my personal preferences matter, too.
For example, I will always
treat others the way I wish to be
treated, as the golden nile suggests. I was taught this principle
over and over again in school.
I learned die history of the rule
and examples of its use today.
The rule was the basis for much
of the Catholic school disciplin ary system.
Now, that's all fine and dandy,
but the point is I am a nice person who cares about others. You
take Catholic school away from
me and I sdll feel exactly the
same way about others. Why? I
discovered it to be the best policy
as I interacted with the world
around me. It became my prcference through experience.
So, the Instruction 1 received
on the golden nile served only to
bolt down an idea I already knew
I liked.
Religion seemed to me to be

an attempt tomaketheworids
mysteries fall into a neat little
story. The mystery of homosexu-

ality, the mystery of the possibility of extraterrestrial life, the
mystery of low, the mystery of
how science should be used and
the mystery of temptation, the
mystery of death: I found myself
trying to place Uiese mysteries
into the Roman Catholic story
so that my critical thinking did
not undermine my faith in god.
When I found out my friend
was a homosexual in high
school and — as a Cadiolic
— participated in the discrimination that is so prevalent
towards such people in our
society today, 1 learned for the
first time that religion just can't
keep up with society.
The Bible is not a living
document. There are no biblical
amendments You can't bring
back Jesus with a two-dvirds
majority vote.
As I watched my friend get
called a "faggot" and saw the
sadness in his eyes, well, one
day I just decided that I wasn't
going to be the person to tell
him dial he could never get
married — no matter how
hard he tried — because I don't
agree with his beliefs.
Those who support legislation
such as the Defense of Marriage
Act. many of whom justify' it
with personal, religious beliefs,
are the discriminators of the 21 st
century. I'm proud to say I'm not
one of them.
So, die more I thought about
the plight of my friend, the less
I was able to justify in my own
mind the belief that marriage
See RELIGION PageS

"As the stigma surrounding homosexuals
begins to dissolve, a potentially
discriminatory policy of the Red Cross has
been slowly revealed."
male, even once, since 1977?"
(American Red Cross).
What does this question
mean? Instant dismissal for
anyone who answers. "Yes."
Why might the Red Cross
turn away people for being
homosexual, or bisexual?
The answer lies in our
nation's history.
The policy to deny homosexual and bisexual donors was
a response to a case where AIDS
was given to a number of people

receiving blood transfusions.
This was before A11 )S testing
was put into place.
Since then, a number of Strategies were used to make sure
that such an awful thing never
happens again. The policy
involved exhaustive testing of
blood before it is deemed safe
(in this case AIDS free) to be
transferred, and the screening
of donors.
Today, there is a growing
voice from the homosexual and
civil rights communities crying
"foul." This voice is one of protest, as well as one to question

why do we worry about who
donates when we test all the
blood anyway.
The American Red Cross has
been reluctant to respond to this
particular criticism: the best
insight we have is intuition.
Because I would hate to think
that the American Red Cross
is simply prejudiced, I propose
that their policy is to decrease
the odds of transmitting AIDS
infected blood.
The math: Tests are not 100
percent. Let's say the tests arc
at least 99.99 percent accurate.
The result is that if one thousand people with AIDS donate,
one person's blood will not be
detected for AIDS.
To decrease the amount of
infected blood, the Red Cross
then has a few options: better
tests, or to allow less people
with AIDS to give blood. They
chose the latter.
Now is where we can see the
logic of discrimination become
the logic of statistics.
See RED CROSS | Page 5

FIND OUT WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the
paper and online extras.
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Religion of intelligence

Give your support to
BG: Go to the game

'mW
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E-MAIL EDITION
Too busy to visit the
newsstand? Get The
BG News in your email daily

HOUSING GUIDE
Check out off
campus housing
options at bgnews.
com/bghousing

THE BG NEWS
HOLLY ABRAMS, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

MULTIMEDIA
Let your voice
be beard in our
weekly online poll

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Thanks BG, for passion
and enthusiasm
Dear University community,
On behalf of the football
program at BGSU, I would like
to thank you for all of your support. Your passion and enthusiasm for BGSU has helped
make this program the winningest in the MAC since 2001.
Tonight we face one of our
arch rivals, Miami University,
in front of a national television

LAREN WEBER, EXECUTIVE EDITOR
ANDREA SLIVKA. MANAGING EDITOR
CANDICE JONES. CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR
USA HALVERSTADT. CITY NEWS EDITOR
AUSON KEMP. FEATURES EDITOR
DAVE HERRERA. IN FOCUS EDITOR

audience on ESPN2. I hope
you have the lime to come
out and join us for this special
game.
It will be our senior night
and we are thankful to our 11
young men who will be leaving
the program after this year, as
well as the many members of
our student support areas such
as trainers, managers, cheerleaders and spirit squads and
members of the band.
lor those of you who also
will be graduating this year

JOHN TURNER. SPORTS EDITOR
CHELCI HOWARD, PULSE EDITOR
BRANDON HEISS, PHOTO EDITOR
RACHEL GREENFIELD, DESIGN EDITOR
BRANDON NOBLE. ONLINE EDITOR

—Gregg Brandon, Falcon
Football Coach

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are
to be fewer than 500 words. These
are usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area

AMANDA HOOVER, OPINION EDITOR
RYAN AUTULLO, COPY CHIEF

at some point, we hope our
program has been a source of
pride for you and that you will
remember your time at BGSU
with fondness.
We would greatly appreciate your support tonight and
encourage you to bring a
friend. 1 think you will find
that night football on national
TV is an event that brings out
the best in our campus.

GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and 500 words
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
The maximum number of submissions for columns is two per montK

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for venfication purposes Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" Only e-mailed letters
and columns will be considered for
priming. All letters are subject to
review for length and clarity before
printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News.

OPINION
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roops deserve our thanks this Thanksgiving
SARAH BARNES
OPINION COLUMNIST

With the Holiday music
already hilling the airwaves,
people are gearing up for
another festive season of
turkeys, presents, traditions
and family.
This season tends to tiring
out the kind hearts of many;
whether it's volunteers at soup
kitchens or gracious shoppers donating toys to young
children, people are starting
to give.
While we get ourselves
ready to stuff our faces with
that infamous bird and take a
few moments to reminisce on
those we are thankful for, we
should thinkofways to thank
some people very special to all
Americans: our soldiers.
Veteran's Day was a great
opportunity to thank someone for his/her service to this

RED CROSS
From Page 4
So what is the fuss over?
Recent statistics have shown
that homosexuals represent a
smaller portion of those living
with AIDS than in 1980 when
the policy was started.
According to avert.org, 44.9
percent of the people with AIDS
got it through homosexual contact Now, at first glance this statistic seems huge, but let's compare it to some other numbers.
According to the same source,
43.1 percent of the people living with AIDS are African
American; similarly, 35.3 percent are White.

country, but many students
took this day as another
excuse to catch up on sleep
and watch pointless daytime
television shows all afternoon.
This day, and many other
occasions where we have a
good reason to go out and
thank those in the military,
are not the only times we can
extend our gratitude.
If a neighbor or friend has a
loved one in the military, why
not ask for a mailing address
to send a letter or card?
It doesn't have to be anything special.
If an ordinary day seems
too far fetched to thank a soldier, use this holiday season
as your inspiration.
With the war continuing
in the Middle East, many
Americans are being sent to
countries such as Iraq and
Afghanistan.
I laving to be in foreign territory is hard enough, but having to be in a place that has
constant battles where you are
uncertain of the outcome is a
completely different story.

question of who gels lo donate
can be handled with a little
more tan.
Going hack (o the math, an
alternative way to handle the
number of HIV positive candidates is to ask another question. In place ol asking whet her
someone has had any homosexual contact, the questionnaire
could ask whether the donor has
ever had unprotected sex with

any non-monogamous partner.
To ask the question this way
noi only shifts the focus off of
homosexuals and bisexuals, but
also halls the possibility thai
people who engage in frivolous,
unprotected sex can donale,
and allows low-risk menihi i B
of the I.GDT community the

Suddenly 44.9 percent does
not look so big.

potential to donate where they
couldn't before.

Because we're supposing that
the Red Cross is basing its policies on statistics and safety, one
has to ask why homosexuals
are denied and not members
of racial groups. Is 1.8 percent
really so large?
I am not proposing thai the
Red Cross ought lo enforce
stricter policies, nor am I suggesting that any racial groups
should be denied the ability
to donate.
I do think, however, thai the

Applying the litmus lesi:
Would this question lead to
safer blood? Probably, because
it prevents frivolous homosexuals, bisexuals, and heterosexuals
from donating.
Would this question shift the
focus off of homosexuals and
prevent civil rights outrage? The
answer is decidedly: Yesl

SendaxnmentstoChadPuteibauofiat
tyvmen&bgsuedu

Preferred
Properties Co.
■

These troops risk their lives
each and every day while run
ing to endure the pain of being
away from theh loved ones.
A nice card or inspirational

letter once in a while gives
these soldiers hope. How
would I know?
This will be a
Thanksgiving in which both
of my brothers will continue
righting overseas; one in
Iraq, one in Afghanistan.
Trust me. the letters and
(aids really mean a lot to
them.
There arc many different
ways you can help a soldier

this holiday season,
Different groups have and
will be in the Union with

tables designated to sending
thi' Iroopsa card or letter.
Find someone in the residence halls or around your
neighborhood that knows
someone who is serving in the
military, and send them a care
package.
II you know a veteran that
could use some company,
make the time logoand have

"Just knowing

a conversation.
Some people may have a
hard time speaking lace-toface with a random stranger.
but there are students on
campus who have helped out
our country that should he
acknowledged.
If you think your class
schedule is hard, try bcinga
member of the HO PC and having lo do military training on
top of earning your degree.

that people at my
University are also
protecting my rights
as an American really
keeps my spirits
high."

I often see members of this
program jogging in the morn
Ing or having a quick bite to
eal ini breakfast and ii makes
me smile.
lust knowing that people
at my University are also
protecting my rights as an
American really keeps my
spirits high.
We should also keep in
mind the parents and spouses
of the troops.
They have to endure each
news report of the soldiers
that have been injured or
killed each day. while going on
with (heir daily routines.
I hese people are tough.

and we owe them the highest
amount ol respect, n von hap
pen to know or run into a sol
ilicr's spouse in patent, even a
quick word of encouragement
would he appreciated,
While this time "I the year
isn't the only time available to
be grateful for the freedoms
inn soldiers have given ns. ii is
an opportune one.
With such a large military,
any bit of gratitude expressed
would really go a long way.

RELIGION
From Page 4
is only between a man and a
woman.
I combined all my experienceSi the instruction I have
received in biology and philosophy and from them I defined
m\ religion. I don't just use the
bible to figure out my world. I
use everything I know,
In the end, my thought
processes will alwa\ s win.
Nothing could make me
believe in the same god athose who ate suppressing
the rights nl im homosexual
friends. Nothing could make
mi' believe in a religious
hierarchy (hat is sexist and
promotes situations like
those which lead to the
molestations
fhe situation unfolding In
the news recently, involving
the evangelical preacher, Ted
1 laggard and homosexual
piosiiiulion. is just one more
example of the waj the bible
has a wall between it and reality. Don't you agree?
Make up your own mind.
I hats the new religion.

Send comments to Sarah Barnes at
SendcommenStoMattOdat

Make us your FIRST CHOICE and find your FIRST CHOICE!
PRIME RENTALS AVAILABLE NOW FOR
2007

STOP

by our office &
pick up the
New Listings!

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good Locations!
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
.119 E. Wooster Street. Bowling Green, OH
Located Across I'rom laco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-226(1
Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30- lo 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
v>u\\.johtineulovereulestate.coin

OUR NURSES DON'T JUST WORK IN HOSPITALS. THEY RUN THEM.
»
~*
.

Houses That Feel Like Homes
wMw.prelQtredpropettiesco.com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
•
•
•
-

Fox Run Apis.
• Mini Mall Apts.
Piedmont "Under Renovation"
• Triplex
Updated Birchwood
• Houses
small pets allowed
see our website or
call for more details

UUl
UftUUll
UTtS!

SPACIOUS
BEDROOMS

MHBBSMP IS
twMiMli

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri:8-12&.1-4:30
530 S. Maple St 419-352-9378

a an?
the

Graduate
You deserve an UPGRADE!
Studio apartments available'.

i, semester, or year leases
LOW as $425 per month
Includes all utilities
Laundry facilities

Stove, tndge, microwave, 25* TV
Full cable W'HBO - $20/montn
Outdoor pool use
Ful'y furnished

AN ARMY OF ONE.
Combining your nursing education with Army ROTC means you'll graduate with the skills ot a nurse and the respect ot
an Officer, a leader of the U.S. Army.

Condominiums for rent'.
Beautiful ranch style condominiums

S650/'monrh plus utilities
Washer and dryer hook up
Quiet tenants desired
1 or 2 Bedroom

Excellent location for BGSU faculty
Stove, fridge, dishwasher, disposal
Jacuzzi tub in some units
Den/OfSce in some units
Central air

BECOME AN ARMY 0
U S aRHY |

Leadership, Friendship & Opportunities! Find out if you have what it takes to become one of the best nurses in the world.
Visit Rm. 151 Memorial Hall or contact LTC DeWalt, 419-372-2476/mdewalt@bgsu.edu.

NOT NEWS

THIS WEEKS BAD JOKE
Q: Why was the picture sent to jail?
A: It was framed.

YOU COULD TELL YOURSELF THAT ITS NEWS. BUT ITS JUST NOT.

BORIMRIIN

Weightlifting may be
'hazard'to your health
For mcaUg guy (read: lazy
1'ata.ss). 1 iicvvr nitlly ihouglit

about working out Getting out of
bed In the morning Is enough for
rne.Canyingapfzzaupaffigbi oi
stairs is all thi'workoui I ntvd.
BuLbstweekl had an extreme
lapse in fudgment and deckled
to go to our nl i InB6 so-railed
"gyms" and have a teal workout.
I figured I niiiliil lo lose a link'

poundage before the big fes
dve eating season approaches. I
decided to go along with my two
buddies, whom, lor the sake of
confidentiality, I will icier to as
"Colby" and' Handy."
Because I've never really
worked out. I wasn't really sure
what the proper attire was
Looking through my clothes, all
I could find was an old orange lit I
shin. Hawaiian print reel, while.
and blue swim trunks, and red
and black checkered Vans, (<>ll>\
put it best when lie said it was the
gayest outfit he's ever seen.
Once we got into the gym, a
feeling of intense awe/horror
swept over me as I looked upon
the Instruments of torture all
around. Weights, chains, n ipes,
leather and bfgyoga halls I was

f
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JON RUGG1EH0

HUMOR COUIMNtSl

waiting to find'I he Machine from
1
1 he Princess Bride" sitting in the

comer. Hut Randy assured me
that everything was going to be
alright, so we started with some
rJumbbeD exercises.
Because I couldn't find any
weights less than five pounds, I
resigned myself to the fact that
I was going to have to do some
actual work, [ben I learned we
were going to do three reps of 10.
I antasdc As we got going, I was
MII prised: it wasn't as had as I

expected, I washavingfim.
So, after we finished with the
dumbbells, we moved onto the
toe weights. At this point, I was
excited i<> see how much weight I
could bench.
I figured, being the big guy I
am. I could easily get by benching
about 175-180. Oh, no, no, no. I
forgot that part about me being

HFFBOOD

I oiJy lifted 100 pounds I
i ried on the inside. And felt massive pain on the outside. I never
understood what people meant
by deep bum. but now I do. It's
like the sensation I get when I pee,
but in my amis. Very odd,
ilien, for our final little e\ei dsi ■■
wc did something called a "dumbbell nin." This is where you start

lifting the heaviest dumbbefisyou
can, as many times you can. as
fast as you can.
Yes, it's as exciting ash sounds.
Twenty minutes of constantly
pushing yourself lo lift more sun'
is an exhilarating experience (note

the sarcasm).

never working out

Randy told me that I might feel
a linle pain the next morning.
Apparently, what Handy calls "a
little" |xiin. I call "WJ\i)l\(!"
pain. I hurt in places I didn't even
know existed. It was pretty insane.
I couldn't even lift my arms for
most of the day.
So. what did I gain from this
experience? Pain, humiliation,
people questioning my sexuality
and just plain misery.
Almost like any date I've ever
been on. Hut. knowing my friends.
I'll probably be dragged into
another session soon. Oh well.

adventures .simon
ex< use me sir

do you have any nuts

no
da mnit.

Jon (/onrQbgsuedu) prefers his recliner
and a large bag ofCheetos

Well, after we were done,

2006 NORTHWEST OHIO

NOW AVAILABLE

Technology

EVENTS
INCLUDE:

• vendor area
showcasing
over 55 vendors
F^lli* Wednesday. Nov. 15
• drawings
I Rl
10a.in.-3p.m.
throughout
Bowen-Thompson Sludenl Union I the day for
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
technologyrelated products
BGSU campus technology
•
high school
providers, national, regional
Web contest
and local businesses
• product
will showcase their services
demonstration
and innovations
sessions

BGSU

Bowling Green State University
Office of the CIO. Student Technology Center
www.bgsu.edu/offices/cio/studenttech/techfair/

Don't be a Turkey
Go with Newlove Rentals
Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main St. (our only office)
(419) 352-5620
315 S. Main St.
Three bedroom / one bath. Large
rooms, newty renovated
315 % S. Main St.
Two bedroom unfurnished
upper apartment
Cat permitted
317 S. Main St.
Two bedroom apartment,
with large rooms
319 S. Main St.
Two bedroom two story
apartment in a large house.
Huge bedroom upstairs. Cat
permitted.
www newloverentals com newlovem(o@newloverentals com

NOW LEASING FOR 2007 S8SES8ES5
CAMPBELL HILL
APARTMENTS

FRAZEEAVE.&
EAST MERRY

COLUMBIA
COURTS

818 & 808 N. Enterprise)

MERCER MANOR
APARTMENTS

2 ft 3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES

REMODELED / 2 BEDROOMS

3 BEDROOMS

3 BEDROOMS

3 BEDROOMS

HEINZ (424 Frazee

♦ Furnished

♦ 2 Full Bathrooms

♦ 2 Full Bathrooms

♦ 2 Full Bathrooms

♦ 1 Half&l Full Bath

♦ Newer Kitchen Cabinets

♦ Air Conditioning

♦ Furnished

♦ Full Basement

♦ Tile Floors

♦ Furnished

♦ Air Conditioning

♦ Washer/Dryer

♦ Newer Appliances

♦ Spacious

♦ FREE WIRELESS INTERNET

♦ Close to Campus

♦ Newer Carpet

♦ Close to Campus

♦ FIREPLACES

♦ Plenty of Parking

♦ Newer Windows

♦ FREE WIRELESS INTERNET

♦ Laundry on-site

♦ Air Conditioned

♦ Furnished Units Available

♦ Fireplaces in Select Units

♦ Close to Campus

♦ Close to Campus

♦ Laundry On-Site

♦ Plenty of Parking

♦ 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops
♦ 2 Laundromats

♦ Microwave, Dishwasher
& Garbage Disposal

♦ Laundry on Site

♦ Microwaves

mrttogn

♦ Dishwashers

^$750/mo/^
( k + utilities .

GREENBRIAR, INC.

1

419-352-0717

BaBBBl

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

2 Full Bathrooms
Air Conditioning
FREE WIRELESS INTERNET
FIREPLACES
Laundry on-site

♦
♦
♦
♦

BGSU Shuttle Stop
Furnished
Close to Campus
Plenty of Parking

♦ Microwave, Dishwasher
& Garbage Disposal
chatting at
^$765/1110.^
.\

i^+ utilities

www.greenbriarrentals.com
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THIS MONTH I FAITH AND RELIGION

Building mind and spirit
in classes and beyond
By Alison Kamp
Features Editor

\ university is a place where students can learn about new ideas,
search for answers to the larger
questions of life and grow in ways
other than getting older.
One of those ways is through
spiritual growth — one of the
University's "core values" and one
students can seek out on campus
through the BGeXperience program, classes and organizations.
Spiritual growth "is growing in knowledge of what life
really means," said president
Sidney Kibcau.
To grow, Ribeau said one needs
to ask oneself about intangibles
that arc important and to understand who each of us is and what
each person's purpose is.
Carney Strange, professor of higher education and
student affairs and teacher of
Spiritual Dimensions of Student
Developments, said spiritual
growth is making meaning, and in
the most comprehensive terms,
"What is our ultimate end?"
To make meaning and to
gain knowledge on what that
end could be, Strange suggests
thinking about your identity,
relationships and purposes
and directions.
Ribeau said that when he was
at a funeral two weeks ago, he was
thinking about how the deceased
made an impact on the world
and how he hoped his own life
has contributed to the world in
some small way.
He wondered if he could be
more concerned about others or
better informed about the world.
"In our society, you are allowed
to answer those questions in differenl nays," Ribeau said.
One way to search for
answers to questions about life
is through religion.
I le believes in a Christian ethic,
but, he said, "that doesn't preclude
all other ways. I have friends who
are not Christian who still try to
find answers, which are excellent,
appropriate answers to make
sense of life."
Strange said most students
have experience with spirituality
because of religion.
"Religion is an occasion where
students assert their individuality," Strange said. They say no to
following in the footsteps of their
parents' religions and search for
something new.
Other students find a religious

WHAT DOES

HOW THE CORE
VALUES CAME TO BE

FAITH

■ They are part of the
Community Building
Initiative from 1996-97.
■ President Ribeau brought
together as many people
from the University as
possible to talk about the
University's future. About
1.500 people participated.
■ The core values were
brought to life from
recurring themes.

system for the first time, Strange
said.
Ribeau said spiritual questions
are answered differently by different cultures because of their
traditions, rituals and myths.
Other paths toward answers
include finding out more about
how the human body operates,
the operations of society, the
impact of the economy on people
and what motivates, rewards and
punishes humans, Ribeau said.
Ribeau suggested courses in
anthropology, philosophy and
psychology to provide an avenue
for spiritual growth.
clubs and organizations on
campus are also an opportunity
for growing spiritually.
Ribeau said there are enough
opportunities for spiritual growth
availableon campus, but students
may have to hunt for them.
"You could stumble on
Thursday night downtown as
much as [you could stumble on|
the core values," Ribeau said.
Students have so many opportunities at a university that they
may not be concerned with growing spiritually, Strange said.
"It is hard to think of ultimate
ends when you're young You're
busy with your identity, friends,
picking a major. You go week to
week," Strange said. "The immediacy of college life consumes
most students' time and energy,
so ultimate concerns are not high
on the list."
But then events like a funeral
can bring back the questions
about life, Strange said.
"Those questions arise in not
so welcome terms, such as the
death of a friend,"
One may wonder at these
times, "Why here? What's this all
about?" Strange said.
But bringing more spiritual

MEAN TO

YOU
Answers from
a sampling
oftheBGSU
community
Ochuko Evwaraye | Sophomore | Architecture

truly believing in something
unconditionally, whether it be a
person, a religion, or a way of life

Sec GROWTH | Page 8

Some groups go beyond
posters to recruit members
By Jan* King

Reporter

Any student on any given
day is likely to come across a
variety of advertisements for
different groups on campus.
Whether it's fliers on kiosks or
sidewalk chalking, campus is
littered with publicity.
For each of the organizations
registered on campus, getting
their message out in an efficient
manner is a top priority. But
sometimes, the best advertising
is the one others do for you.
Cru.oneofthelargestChristian
organizations on campus, is one
group whose success is mostly
due to word of mouth advertising, according to Michael Brown,
Cru's adviser.
He said that Cru continues to
grow because of friendships.
"It's rare that someone
comes who hasn't been
invited by a friend," he said.
"Friendships breed involvement, it's all about people."
While 250 to 300 students typically attend Cru every Thursday
night, reasons for going differ.
Angie luricak, sophomore,
recently joined Cru.
"The first time I learned
about Cru was at Campus
Fest. I really didn't know what
to think about Cru before
Campus Fest." she said. "What
imade me truly decide to go
was the feeling of safety from
, people that already attended
(Cru on a regular basis."
Susan Kleine, an associate
professor of marketing, said

word-of-mouth advertising is
successful because it's more
credible than regular advertising messages.
"Word of mouth often involves
storytelling which makes the
message much more vivid and
memorable than an advertisement can," she said. "So the message has a more lasting impact
on the person."
Another well-known advertising technique Cru uses is the
Cru card, which provides students with discounts on items
purchased at businesses such as
Sam B's, led's, Pita Pit and others around Bowling Green. The
front of the card has information
about Cru's meeting time.
"We do hear that people who
get hold of a Cru card will come,"
Brown said. "But very rarely do
we advertise."
Kleine said the goal of advertising is to Find a creative way
to get people talking about an
event, which creates "buzz"
and attracts interest and positive attention.
One way Cru created "buzz"
was through a recent event in
conjunction with Marble Slab, an
ice cream company on Wooster
Street. Students donated a dollar
to any non-profit organization,
such as Habitat for Humanity,
in return for a small bowl of ice
cream. The event boosted Cru's
name recognition as more than
650 students attended.

k

ON THE WEI: Read the ml of lbs
story at our Web site, wwwbgnews.com

"[It] prelty much sets the
standard of a set guideline
of rules... society has in
place throughout history
and basically now our
generation is following it."

"If faith means fidelity to
ones promise, then this
... is not a one-way street.
Faith requires action
and reevaulation and. I
believe, a commitment to
protecting the Earth."

"The inner goodness of
humans in their reactions
with each other and
the belief that there is
a greater good in this
world."

"I firmly believe that
there is a god and that
he created everything
and every human being .

"I'm thinking about
religion, about trust,
believing that there's
something, a higher
power that... guides us
and looks out for us."

"It cannot be empirically
verified with collections of
data because the idea is
not a substance. It is not
contradictory, it reaches
thtough and beyond
science."

Chris Thomas | Senior | Sports Mgmt

Sarah Leiby |

The pews are still there,
but somethings different
By Kara Ohngrcn
Senior Reporter

In recent years, many University
students seem to be moving
away from traditional means of
religious practices. Faith-based
organizations on campus are
noticing increased attendance
at meetings but with more
resistance to the way they worshiped growing up.
The message doesn't change
but the methodologies must,
according to Michael Brown,
adviser for Cru, a Christian
organization on campus. Brown
said Cru has been able to connect with many more students
after switching from a Christian
youth group in 1998 to a social,
spiritual, service organization
that embodies "at your own
pace spirituality," rather than
simply a "holy huddle."
Brown stresses Cru is not
about religion, but rather
about establishing relationships and connections.
Along with people who feel
they five a devout life, campus

1

furthermore that he loves
us intensely and wants a
relationship with us"

groups are also noticing an
increase of students that just
want to ask questions and may
not have a spiritual background
at all. Cru, for example, is now
attracting both the "religiously resdess" — students who
may feel bumed out on their
faith but are giving it a second
chance — and the "spiritually
curious," Brown said.
The University's Gospel
Choir has also been breaking
away from traditional religious
services and beginning to
focus more on "free-worship,"
according to Eugene Partridge,
the group's president.
"This year our theme is love
and family, I think that's why
we've started to draw from
many ethnic backgrounds
rather than primarily African
Americans," Partridge said. "We
are not the traditional Gospel
Choir; we are much more open
to everyone."
The Gospel Choir's mission
is to promote Christian develSee PRACTICES | tage 8

n r | Piano Perf

You can have your faith and,
now, you can hear theirs too

This month's In Focus section
looks at religion at the University
— the ways it can build faith
and spiritual growth, the ways it
can spread dirough die student
bod); die ways students choose
to express it.
Not everybody does so,
and not everybody does so in
support of the same beliefs.
That's OK, but the limitations
of this page mean we simply
can't reach out to all of those
communities.
We can, however, try to
reach out to as many of you
as possible.
I spent some of die past few
weeks wandering campus, trying to get people to answer the
question you see on this page:
What does faith mean to you?
Graciously, 26 people agreed
to help me, and you can see

some of their responses ill the
graphic |you can hear them too
— mow on that in a moment!.
But I asked more than 26
of you to respond. I'm not
sure how many more, but
more than 26.
Why did you say no"? Lots of
reasons, almost all of them perfectly understandable, I thought
But you missed out on something the 26 others got to experience: answering the question.
I got to experience it too, in a
way, as I saw people struggle to
come up with an answer.
I'd watch them scrawl some
notes, scratch them out and
start again. Others would
confidently jump right in,
then abruptly stop as they
realized it wasn't quite as easy
as they'd hoped.
Faces contorted, they'd stam met and stutter, start over, take
more notes, sheepishly apologizing for what they thought was
a bad answer.
But of course, there were no
"bad" answers. In fact, that was
See FAITH | Page 6
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growth lo the classroom seems
a difficult task to Strange,
"There's an uneasy truce here
between the academy ami these
kinds of questions," Strange suid.
"We are a public Institution that
is conscious of lihe separation
of I church and slate. All of us arc
agents of the state b) contract"
There are many questions
unasked and unexplored
because of thai separation.
Strange said.
"If a student graduates with ,i
degree and does not understand
the means the world responds
to those [questions withj, studenls are at a disadvantage."
Strange said.
And the university is the place
where students have the ahil
ity to experience new ideas and

search for answers to questions
about the meaning of life.
"While at a university, you
have the time and oppiirliinin
to try to figure nut what's really
important to you and your life,"
Ribeau said.
Wcii' not a corporation, a

small one-dimensional organi
zafjon. What universities do is
open one lo the life, mind, heart
and spirit through the arts, St
ence and philosophy. A universit\ is the ideal stage for this whole
drama lo be enacted."

BGeXperience
Another opportunity for discussion of values is through the
BGeXperience. Ribeau said the
program is not necessarily about
the University's core values, but
the course allows students lo
explore their own values.
lie hopes that student- may
see a meeting point between
their own values and the values of the University through
BGeXperience,
George Agich, director ol
BGeXperience and philosophy
professor, said the values aspect
of a BGeXperience ionise is to
show students how their beliefs
work with the beliefs ol others,
to tolerate the beliefs ol others and to allow lor students to
grow confidence in beliefs they
already have.
Different values are addressed
in each of the I fit) IK leXperience
courses. Agich said.

QUESTIONS YOU MAY NOT HAVE
THOUGHT ABOUT, BUT SHOULD
PROBABLY GIVE SOME TIME TO...
...according to Carney Strange, professor of higher
education and student affairs and teacher of Spiritual
Dimensions of Student Developments:
■ What are our ultimate purposes?
■ What is the meaning of all this?
■ Why do I ...? (and keep asking until you have to think
about the answer)
■ What should I do with the limited amount of time I
have here on earth?
■ Do I have meaning for what I did today?
■ Where do you learn if you are a worthy human being?
...according to President Ribeau:
■ What does my life mean?
■ What is worth struggling for? Family? Friends?
Patriotism?
■ What do,
be a human being in a complex,
modern society like today?
■ Am I supposed to leave a legacy?
...according to Matt Pardi, pastor from hJo
■ Is there a god?
■ What is his purpose for us on earth?
■ Is there an afterlife?
■ Wh, ■
■ Is the Bible valid?
■ How does evolution relate to Christianity?

luhn Gruber, freshman
music education major cur
rently in an astronomy
IK {experience course, said he
is learning to recognize Ins
values and lion they affect
his relationships with other
people through the course,
lot example, (iriibet said, the

class discusses the values that
drive peoples' decisions to sup
port oi light nudeai power.
still, the meaning of life questions thai Ribeau and Strange
suggested ate nut something
that can be taught in one semester. Strange said.
therefore, In- is looking into
adding additional courses to

the BGeXperience program
where students can have the
opportunity to delve into spiritual questions.

But, "I very course on campus
should contribute to spiritual
growthl," Agich said.

On-campus organizations
Creed on < ampus is a Catholic
organization opoi to all students
on campus.
" I he number one goal is
to grow in sour spiritual life."
said Ryan Rahrig, Creed's
vice president.
The mission statement of the
organization states, "We, the

members ol Creed on Campus,
aie dedicated to the pursuit of
holistic spiritual growth in lesus
Christ.''
\rii\itics thai Creed provides
are weekf) meetings that cover
Chllldl teachings and Spiritual
formations, dailv prayer sessions,
activities through St. Thomas
More University Pariah, masses
Monday through Thursday and

Sunday Bible studies.
Malt I'ardi is the pastor for

h2o, another Christian organization on campus, lie said spiritual growth can occur through
art, poetry, classes, relationships
and clubs.
I'ardi saiil different values can
turn people off. and if students
had a bad experience with religion, they don't wain to deal

with thai topic again.
Students can come to h2o to
spiritually grow through means
other than religion, fardi said.
We Steer away from religion
IO accommodate all types of
people," I'ardi said
h2o provides music, small
group discussions, a Sunday
morning church service at II
and fhursday night meetings.
I'ardi said the organization
is the largest it has been in 25
years. "There is a real spiritual
interest in people right now,"
he said.
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opment. focusing on the social,
intellectual and moral welfare
of its members and community.
These goals will be achieved, the
group's Web site reports, by proclaiming the ministry of Christ
through gospel music and other
Christian activities.
Another religiousorganization
on campus that has seen more
members in the recent years is
Creed on Campus. Creed, a student organization that focuses
on the teachings of the Catholic
Church, has been able to sustain members and grow exponentially. At the group's onset
in 2001, 10 individuals were
involved. Now, more than 60
students are members.
Students find support, camaraderie and friendship within
Creed, said Mary Alice Newnam,
their adviser.
"Our members want to connect to their heritage of faith
and find their Catholic identity." she said.
Although Newnam has also
noticed an increased resistance
to conventional worship from
her members, she also believes
participation in Sunday morning
mass is an essential part of the
Catholic faith.
"I can see the pulling away from
weekly services in non-Catholic
groups," she said. "We encourage
and educate our members as to
why die traditional way of worship is an important discipline of
a faithful Christian,"
Religious organizations' advisers also say they are experiencing
an increase of international students who regularly attend meetings. However, Cru and Creed
say ethnic diversity within their
groups is still minimal.
"It breaks my heart when I
walk through the Union and I
can see how segregated BGSU's
campus is," Brown said. "We are
attempting to tackle this issue; it
is one of our biggest priorities, to
figure out why."
Newnam says she is always
looking for new members to join
Creed but is very happy with the
number of people that are currently involved.
Young people are seeking and
searching and the University
needs to offer activities for students, she said.
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To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

PRIZESUDOKU™
If you didn't want to speak
to me. I hope that as I walked
away, you asked yourself my
question anyway. 1 hope you're
still thinking about your answer.
The limitations of this page
also mean you cant see everybody who did answer the
question. Luckily, we have the
wonders of the Internet.
If you go to www.bgnews.
com, you'll find a special presentation with the full audio
responses of all 26 respondents.
Pretty neat, isn't it? Ask yourself, what would you say? You
might be surprised at the result.

FAITH
From Page 7

exactly the point.
But I asked people the question I did in the hope that, as
people choose how and how
much to profess their faith,
they'd question themselves.
Did you first attend Cru or
('reed on Campus because a
friend did? In one of this month's
stories, our reporter suggests
many of you did.
So is your faith in your friend
or in (kxi?

CONGRATULATIONS
We would like to congratulate the following
men and women on their introduction into
the Gamma Sigma Alpha Honorary Society!
TIMOTHY ALBRETHSON-

- AOFI

RACHEL BARNES

N

DEVON

BITTER-

Xfl

JENNIFER CASTEELLIESL DYEJAMIE

WEDS, NOV.

15TH

AT DOYT PERRY STADIUM! PARTY STARTS AT 6PM.
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CORN MUFFINS, SNACKS AND
YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGE!
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SIDELINES

Support
your team
ton i

BGSUvs.MIAMI(OH)

Finishing strong
WOMEN'S GOLF
Falcons sign four
golfers
Bowling Green State
University women's golf
coach Stephanie Young
has announced the signing
of four student-athletes to
National Letters of Intent.
Joining the Falcons for the
2007-08 season will be
DeOnna Anderson (Grand
Rapids. Mich). Megan Bader
(Lima. Ohio). Lauren Glew
(Gibsonia. Penn.) and Marisa
Glew (Gibsonia, Penn.).

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Football:
vs. Miami (OH); 7:30 p.m.
TV: ESPN 2
Radio: WBGU-FM (88.1)

OUR CALL
Numbers
18.000: The athletic department has sold around 18,000
tickets to tonight's game.
Meaning that if the students
come out on Senior Night,
the attendance quota has
a good chance of being
fulfilled.
41: That's how many degrees
it's supposed to be tonight.
4: That's how many degrees
it is in Anchorage. Alaska. At
least the game's not there.

The List
The BG News presents the
top five reasons to go to the
BG vs. Miami game tonight.

1. Senior night:
Devon Parks and Terrel
White have been world beaters this year and it's their last
game at the Doyt. Come out
and cheer them and their fellow seniors on.

2. Probation: Do you
really want to have a football

Seniors to
play final
home game

Flitting things into perspective on the whole football
attendance issue is not easy.
It's really complicated and
hard to understand. To put
it in terms that everyone
can understand, lid needs
to average 15,000 people at
its home football games ihis
year, At this point in the season it has not The falcons
need about 22,()0(l people
to attend tonight's game to

By John Turner
Sports Editor

From time-to-time the
impact of a college football
game extends outside the
boundaries of the field and
spills into the lives of those
involved. For a few different
reasons, when BG takes on
Miami (OH) at 7 p.m., it will
be just that type of game.
For 10 seniors, the game
marks their final appearance
at Doyt L Perry Stadium, as
the team wraps up its home
schedule in front of a national
audience on ESPN2.
But while some focus on the
national audience, countless
othersaremoreconcerned with
the local audience. The game
will need to pull in 22,000 paid
ticket sales in order to avoid
possible NCAA sanctic n is
Still, players and coaches
are focused in on one single
objective — beating the conference rival Red I lawks to
send the seniors out of Doyt
L Perry in style.
"There is a lot to play for
against Miami," said senior
defensive tackle Brad Williams.
"There is a lot of history
between these two teams—it's
a great rival and they are looking at it the same way."
Today's game marks the
63rd meeting between the two
teams, who first began their
rivalry during the 1941 season.
Since then, it's been the team
to the south getting the better
of BG. The Redl lawks own a
38-19-5 series edge.
Miami has not lost on the
road to BG since 1997 and is riding a four-game winning streak
in Doyt L Pany Stadium.

reach the average.
The ticket office has sold
about 18,000 tickets, so the)
need the support ol about
4.000 students. I liese ate
nowhere near exact but rather
a ballpark figure, If alumni can
support the Uniicisin as well
as the) have bj buying ticket
packages, current students
can brave the elements and
walk over to I he Doyt

BRANDON HEISS

BG NEWS

PAT ON THE BACK: Devon Parks is congratulated by John Hanelme after a sack against Akron. Parks wilt be playing bis last
game at Doyt L Perry Stadium tonight. He has anchored the Falcon defense all season with seven sacks and 12.5 tackles for a loss.

Meanwhile, BG (4-6, 3-3)
hopes to recover from its three
consecutive road losses and
earn a win in front of thousands of Falcon fans. Coach
Gregg Brandon stresses the
importance of players and
fans buying into what this
team has been about since
the beginning.
"We're not changing or we're
not going to throw stuff out
just because we lost a couple
games," Brandon said." Hiat's
just the way it is right now."
Despite some inconsistencies, the Falcons currently lead

the Mid-American Conference
in rushing offense (1915), first
downs (1941 and third down
conversions (4Z6).
The Redl lawks (1-9,1-5} are
also in the midst of a tough
stretch. They have lost their
last three games by a combined total of just 15 points.
Regardless of records. Brandon
states this is a great rivalry come
kick oil.
"I know they're 1-9, but
they've been competitive and

GAME NOTES
PLAYING CATCH UP:
Miami leads the all-time series
58-19-5. BG won last season's
game 42-14
STREAKING: Miami has won
four straight games at Doyt L Perry
Stadium.
LEADING THE WAY: BG
leads the MAC in rushing at
191.5 yards per game.

See FALCONS | Page 11
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SAYING GOODBYE: BG
will see Parks. Terrel White. John
Lannmg. Brad Williams, Kenneth
Brantley. Jon Jakubowski.
Derrick Markray. Will Myles.
Ruben Ruiz and Thomas Smith
play their final game at Doyt L.
Perry Stadium tonight.
SACK MAN: Devon Parks is
third in the MAC with seven sacks.

II Hd does not teach the
average it goes on N( A\ probation tor It) years. It could
ultimately result In a demotion
111 \t A\ divisions and ineli
gibility of bowl games. While
this is unlikely, fans should still
attend the game.
Let's not forget the fact
that it is the last time fans
will be able to see some
great football players per
form. Terrel White. Brad
Williams. Kenneth Brandej
lohn Lanning, Devon Parks,
Derrick Markray and main
other guys will be playing at
the Doyt tbi the final time.
Fan support seems like it
has been pretty good the past
few years at BG. The team
has had exciting players
pass through and tans have
accepted them. Although not
everyone has been impressed
by the team's performance
this season, it lias been an
interesting yeai to watch BG
football. There have been
plenty of interesting players who have turned in solid
performances this year who
deserve to pla\ their last
home game in front of a large
crowd on national television.
It is not likely that an) excuse
for not going to the game will

be act eptable.
Conflicts like 6 to 9 classes have a simple solution.
teachers should cancel them.
I hey are grueling anyway
The teachers should go to the
EXCUSES

program that is not bowl

.'11

eligible?
3. ESPN: The game is on
national television. Why not
be painted orange on the
worldwide leader in sports.
4. Tailgate: What better
reason to drink "your favorite
beverage" on a Wednesday
night?

5. The band: They're
playing a set full of Bon Jovi
tunes at halftime and those
seniors will also be making
their last appearance at the
Doyt

Dma Parki. OMrriM End

L

Falcons fall in South Bend
By Colin Wilson
Assistant Sports Editor

It's not the start of a game that
matters, it's the finish. BGSU
women's basketball found that
out the hard way Monday night
against Notre Dame.
In a test of wills, the Falcons
dropped an exciting 85-81 overtime decision to the persistent
Fighting Irish. BG coach Curt
Miller was proud of the way his
team played tiiough.
"Both teams made big play after
big play, and for as early as it is in
the season, that was high-quality basketball," Miller said. "I
couldn't be more proud of our
kids. Despite the tough overtime loss, it was a pleasure
to be a part of this game."
BG came out a little
flat, trailing 6-0 early,
and did not make
their first field goal
until
three minutes into
the game The Falcons immediately followed that ran with one
of their own though. Kate Achter
started a 16-2 run, making it 16-8.
The Falcons held the lead for a
long time, but not long enough.
A seven-point halftime lead
had Falcon fans excited. BG had
a chance to make a national state-

$j)
!

figures in the game.
BGSU
Kale Achter
.'•V,| i" rhortxin
Cam Home
All Mann
b/Honnegei

DRIVE: Kale Achter drives against Norlhern
Illinois last season. Achter finished Monday's

NOTRE DAME
lulyah Games
Chare! Allen
Ashley Bailow

Points

20
17
16
14
12
25
21
19

game with 20 points, nine assists and five
boards She was also l2-(or-14 from the line.

ment in just its second game of
the season.
After Amber Flynn's lay-up
made the score 44-33 with 1622
left in the second half, the Irish
started to chip away at the lead.
The Irish finally tied the game
at 68-68 with 5KB left on a Crystal
Erwin free throw.
They took the lead with just 26
second left. The last time they had
a lead was less than five minutes
into the game.
Before the Falcons knew it, the
score was 78-75 and there were

MAC MEMBERS

STATS
Eight players scored in double

BG NEWS Fit PHOTO

MAC gai ning more
exposure th rough ESPN

seven secondsleft on theclock. BG
got the ball down to Iiz I lonegger
and she hit her fourth 3-poiniei 1 >l
the night as time expired, sending
the game into overtime.
The Falcons' fatigue showed
in the extra session. They were
outscored 7-3, making just one
field goal.
BG fought hard, but Notre
Dame fought a little harder
and made shots when they
mattered most.
The Falcons eaity lead came
SeeB-BALL|PaoelO

By Brent D.iqqett
Reporter

Die Mid-American ( oiileienee
is no longer the laughingstock
of tlie sports community as its
increasing competitiveness owi
the past few years continues to
generate a fair share of national
media coverage.
According to mac-sports,
com, in 2003 MAC (^inference
Commissioner Rick Chryst and
MAC Council of Presidents
Chairman lohn Peters (Northern
Illinois University), established a
deal with ESPN inc.. to broadcast
several games for the future.
The deal went in effect in 2003
season and will last until 2008.
The agreement allows between
12 to 15 MAC football and men's
basketball contests during each
year, which comes to 100 nationally televised regular and postseason games.
Also, in 2003, 17 MAC football games were nationally
televised and from 1999 to
2003, 23 regular season games

EAST: Akron (1992). Bowling
Green (1952). Buffalo (1999).
Kent State (1951). Miami
(1947). and Ohio (1946)
WEST: Ball State (1973),
Central Michigan (1971).
Eastern Michigan (1971).
Northern Illinois (1997. also
1975-86). Toledo (1950). and
Western Michigan (1947).

were broadcasted nationally.

That is a significant accomplishment, especial) conskJei
ing no MAC games in the IS
years before the deal received a
national televised telecast for the
regular-season.
Many of the MAC schools
are benefiting from the F.SPN
agreement.
Over the past six years, falcon
football teams have played three
games each against Big Ten and
Big 12 schools.
But football has not been
the only successful sport at
the University.
For the past two years, the
women's basketball team has
See COVERAGE Page 10
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FRESH FACE: Ne* Columbus Blue Jackets head hockey coach Gary Agnew
team practice The team fited coach Gerard Gallant Monday night

lackets show
Gallant the door
By Rusty Millar
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS — Assistanl
coach Gary Agnew was
elevated lo interim head
coach by (he Columbus
Hlne lackets yesterday, a
day after Gerard Gallant
was fired because of the
team's slow start.
Columbus general manager and president Doug
Maclean said he will come
up with a list of candidates
to present to the team's
owners. No timetable has
been set for hiring a permanent coach.
"I'm going to do what I
do best and hopefully get
[to| the talent that's in there
because there's a lot of talent in that Idressingl room."
said Agnew, the coach of the

Blue lackets' top affiliate for
six seasons before becoming
an assistant this year. "We
have a chance, still, of doing
what we set out to do and
it'll be up to me to try and
extract that from them."
Gallant was fired after one
lull season and parts of two
others. The Blue lackets, a
team with lots of young talent who many considered
ready to contend for their
first playoff spot, are off to a
disappointing 5-9-1-0 record
that leaves them in last place
in the Western Conference's
Central Division.
MacLean. brought aboard
to create the franchise
seven years ago, said owners John IT. McConnell and
his son. John I'. McConnell,
have not told him that his
job is in jeopardy.
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"It all starts with the

B-BALL
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grass roots efforts

won the MAC'S regular season and tournament titles
and made appearances in the
NCAA Championships.
"The MAC is stronger in die
public eye and with the number
of great athletes being produced
in football and basketball it is
the highest in history," said J.D.
Campbell, assistant athletic director of athletic communications.
"Having these great athletes and
having the ability to be on two or
three times a year also helps."
Besides the consistency of success, another way to establish
media coverage is the ability to
have a good story.
For example, during Omar
lacobs' sophomore season, he
threw for 41 touchdowns and
4,002 passing yards with only four
interceptions.
But the Falcons are not the
only MAC school to have a
compelling story.
In 2003, University of Toledo's
starting running back William
Bratton won the Football
Writers Association ol American
Courage Award for battling a
form of sickle cell anemia
Also, having running back
Chester Taylor and quarterback Bruce Gradowski didn't
hurt either.
F.ven when a school has talent
struggles still arise.
"Our media coverage has been
somewhat inconsistent, but there
has been somewhat of a consis
tency with football which has
done very well in the limelight,"
said Paui llclgren, the Rockets'
assistant athletic director. "A lot of
it is out of our hands and you just
have to keep talking to the individuals involved. I have lobbied
AP voters and with one press of a
button. I can send Information to
five hundred people."

in order to lay the

from the hot shooting hands of
Megan Thorbum, Achter and
Carin Home. The three combined for 31 of the Falcons 38
first half points.
Thorbum was 5 of 6 from long
range and Honegger ended up 4
of a The Falcons were 1 l-for-20
as a team.
Achter had a very good game,
scoring 20 points, to go with nine
assists and five rebounds. Achter,
who was 12-for-14 from the freethrow line, admittedly shot the
ball more than she would have
liked though.
I normally don't like to shoot
the ball all that much," Achter said.
"I liketotakecareofit.despitewhat
my stat line showed tonight."
BG's starters were all in double
figures. Thorbum's hot shooting
night gave her 17 points.
"I was just shooting with confidence, I think," Thorbum said.
"Once you make one, once you
have that under your belt, it is a
lot easier to make the second and
the third."
BG's starters all played at least
36 minutes. The bench only produced two points in the game.
Three players came off the bench
for a total of 41 minutes.
"We got tired in overtime, and
it showed with about two-and-ahalf minutes left." Miller said. "And,
after the game I apologized to the
team. That's my fault. I believe in
our bench."
Charel Allen and Tulyah
Gaines led the way for Notre
Dame The two combined for
4(i points. Their second half
performance gave the Falcons
more than they could handle.
Ashley Barlow was important
for Notre Dame too. She went
ll-for-12 from the line to finish
with 19 points and pulled down
10 rebounds.

foundation."
Jim Phillips | Athletic Director. NIU
Helgren added. "Most of the
banle we face is locally and
explaining to the media there is
a local respect for Division-IA.
What really helps is having the
Big Ten mid others come here,
which has a more positive effect,

especially if you win."
The media coverage an institution receives may have the propensity to affect alumni support.
"II \ ou have a program that fills
a 100,000 seat stadium, the media
takes their cues and getting on
national television helps how you
are perceived. The more coverage, the more you are likely to get
support," I Iclgrcn stated.
NIU is also getting into the
mix as the I luskies are howling
over the successes for increasing
media coverage.
"It's been quite dramatic and
in general our coverage has
increased exponentially, but
mostly in football." said |im
Phillips, associate vice president and director of athletics.
"It all starts at the commissioners office with HickCbryst making the deals with FSPN and I
also give credit and attribute
the success we are having to the
coaches and players who are
performing at a high level."
Besides the performance ol the
players, the Huskies have coverage not only from ESPN, ABC and
Comcast, but have a 50,000 watt
radio station called the Score,
which is the home for die Chicago
While Sox and Blackliawks and
will broadcasts over the season.
"It all starts with the grass

roots efforts in order to lay the
foundation in the community,"
Phillips said. "We are lucky that
our university is less than an hour
away from the city of Chicago
and branching out to the entire
region creates positive results for
our programs."
A once-struggling school in the
MAC is now making headlines on
a consistent basis.
Since Laing Kennedy took
over the helm 13 years ago as
director of athletics at Kent State,
the Golden flashes have seen a
remarkable rum around in their
sports programs.
During that time span, the
Golden Flashes are on (ire in the
MAC, producing 194 individual
MAC titles, 47 team titles, 15 tournament titles as well as 69 AilAmerican honors, and as of now,
their football team is undefeated
in the MAC.
"Across the board, all of our
athletes are doing well, especially
in men's and women's basketball,
which brings a positive image
and branding for the university,"
Kennedy said. "We have an excellent sports and media staff who
send out press releases to radio
and television stations, which
contributes to our national coverage and regional coverage we
receive in Akron and Cleveland."
However, athletics are not the
only factor highlighting the university's success.
"Our academic excellence creates an environment that provides for a productive program
■tiul also generates school spirit,"
Kennedy added.
Iking that the MAC is seeing
an increasing amount of media
coverage over the past five years
due to the caliber of players such
as Omar lacobs, Bruce Gradowski
and Ben Rothlisberger, the
F.ntertainment
and
Sports
Programming Network has
extended its contract with the
division until 2010.
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Michigan football alumni get
grief in Columbus from locals
By Todd Jones
The Columbus Dispatch
COLUMBUS — They might as
well have miniature winged helmets painted on their foreheads
as targets and rent themselves out
at Ohio State booster parries as
human pinatas.
They are the few, the proud,
the Columbus natives who literally crossed the line, as in the
state border, played football for
the Michigan Wolverines, then
returned to their hometown with
no regrets.
"It's like being in the belly of
the beast," said Mike Boren of
Pickerington, a fonner Michigan
linebacker. "In the (1990s) it was a
great place to live. Now, it's been a
little hectic. 1 ley, its humbling."
Boren chuckled, for any razzing he takes from Ohio Stale fans
— emboldened by two straight
wins over the Wolverines and four
in the past five years — is generally goodnatured
Besides, it's Boren's son, lustin,
who'll be viewed with disdain
Saturday in Ohio Stadium when
he takes the field as a freshman
reserve right guard for secondranked Michigan against No. 1
Ohio State.
"He's the one who has to put
up with people down here saying,
'You're a traitor,'" said Bonn, an
Eastmoor High School graduate
who played for Michigan from
1980-83, and led the team in tackles his junior and senior years.
David Key, one of seven players from Columbus and 325
from Ohio to lener in football for

EXCUSES
Ftom Page 9
game, too anyway. If the tea h
ers decide not to cancel lliein.
the students should just not
show up. Kills skip their (i to !l

most of the time anyway
lest tomorrow! OK. What the
hell, don't schedule a test on

rhursday Oui beloved faculty
should refrain from keeping siu
dents away from the football stadium tonight
Lets Say your girlfriend doesn't
want you to go. I'm against
domestic violence, but this is jusi
ridiculous. Dump her,
I'm no Dr. I'hil but if you
have any more questions
about how to get out of something so thai you can go to the
game I'm all ears.
Peopk might have a grudge
against coach Gregg Brandon.

Wednesday. Novanbw IS. 200611
i oiisideiing the 4-6 record, it is

somewhat understandable. Thai
does not mean thai tans should

hi their personal opinions about
(he coaching staff hovel ova the
well-being of the football pro
gram. Sanctions will hurt the
recruiting prospects and reputation of the athletic program a lot
more than Brandon evet could.
Support the players If anything,
I his team is banged up, theyhave
put in a lot of work this season
and played tough against some
worthy opponents. Although
they definitely underachieved ill
a few games, the falcons are a
solid Division I program,
When you consider the circumstances, BG has competed
against some ol the country's
best competition the past few
seasons — Oklahoma, Ohio
State and Wisconsin to name a
few. reams like Northwestern,
Purdue and Memphis all had star

power, hut B(i took it to them
and had some ol the most significant victories in school history
over the past few seasons.
With that in mind, to allow
BG 10 go from national acclaim
to attendance probation is just
embarrassing, the fans at this
school know where they stand.
The team's suppnr! is alwavs

then from diei on Ian base.
Tonight, the lalcnus need the
casual tans to come out [he]
need the fans who don't even
know what football is to come
out Ml students should at least
walk over to The Doyt. show
voui school ID, walk through
the tiirnstvie and walk out if you
don't want to watt h the game. It's
kind ni like veiling, every person
counts I Kcept football is a lot
more interesting than politics.
Send comments Co Ctilin <n
awUso9bgsu.edu

M4BVIN PONG

TALKING SMACK: Malt Garrett holds a sign during Ohio State's football game against
Northwestern in Evanston. IH Ohio State stayed unbeaten with a S4-10 win.
Michigan, still hears "Benedict
Arnold" comments aimed at him,
and he hasn't worn a Wolverines
uniform in 16years.
"I have gone to Ohio
State games incognito," the
Columbus resident said with a
laugh. "I tell people, Don't tell
anyone I'm here.'"
Jeff
Reeves,
a
Linden
McKinley graduate who lettered
as a Michigan defensive back
from I!I7'I to 111, hasn't received
a prodigal son's welcome since
moving back to central Ohio

State fans by giving them his
own zingers when they joke
about his Michigan coal or
hat, as they did recently at a
Gahanna High School football game.

Theywerealtabusingme,"he
said. "I told them. 'You gins are
just ashamed and embarrassed
you don't have a real football
program.' I told them, I'm so
tired of thai sloopy song.'
"They vi\, 'fake thai jacket

three yean ago,

oil. Have you losi your mind?
Don't you know where you're
at?' I say, 'Yes, I'm In Columbus,

"I've had people egg my windows and take the decals off
my car," he said. "They write
Traitor' on my window."
Reeves, the chief administrative officer for Allianz Life
Insurance Company of North
America, has fun with Ohio

Ohio, and when you get some
class you'll wear a jacket like
this.' They laugh, but some
of them take il serious. What
really gets them mad is when I
say, We are known for academ
ics (at Michigan). Your guys (at
Ohio State) are known for jail.'"

FALCONS
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dial's a storied program too,"
Brandon said. "They have
great tradition down then
just like we have."
Be will have to be especially
caiclul with Miami's Standout
receiver/kick reliirner, Ityne
Robinson. Robinson is die
nation's active career leader in
receiving yardage |3,520] and
ranks among the MAC'S top
live in both all-time receiving yards and receptions |241|.
I ast week he became the first
receiver In Miami history to
record consecutive 1,000-yard
receiving seasons.
I he coaching Staff and team
will prepare for Robinson much
like thev did for Ohio States [fed
(linn, only this lime they'll allow
Robinson to return punts instead
of kicking out of bounds.

"He's a legitimate threat and
we've been down this road
before," Brandon said. "Our
staff has been in discussions
about it."
Rece Davis will handle the
play-by-play while Mark Mav
and Lou Holt/ provide cnlni
analysis on l.sl'XL'. Players insist
they're approaching die game as
they would any other, hut hope
that the national spotlight and
the home crowd will give them
that littie extra boost
"Any time you play on national television it adds fuel to the
lire and is extra motivation to
go out there and plav hard."
Williams said.
Offensive
lineman
Korj
l.ichlensteiger emphasized that
with so many young players on
the roster, closing out the season
with success is the first step to
getiing the team motivated for
next season.
We really need to gel things

BRANDON HEISS

TOUCHDOWN:
.Vinovich scores
■ n last Saturday
going right now." Ijchtensteiger
said. "Its not so much about
accomplishments for this year

it's about the (uture and getting
ilns program hack to where il
needs to he."

7:30 pm Doyt Perry Stadium
FFSkv
/

I bookstore I

MTV
MTV Ca,,l|llls
Campus Tour
Tour

4:30Dm
4:30pm Meijer
Meiier Tailaate
Tailgate Park
Park

Prize Giveaways

Thunderstlx to the
first 10.000 fans
Student T-Shlrts

A Place to call Home
Resort style living without the resort style price tag!

| No money down
$a $225 savings

ask
about our

10/10
specia

i
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God and reason, working in tandem

WWW.BGNEWS.0

The Daily Crossword Fix

.„ v,

brought to you by

Last Thursday. Tin- BG News published an article or the results ofa
study conducted by two sociologists on the spirituality of college
professors. The stud) showed college professors arc more seoutai
than other professions anil that
professors from more elite institutions tend to lx' more secular.
The results of this study made
me think about the role ol spiri
tualiry and religion in acadernia
For some reason, it seems as
though spirituality anil religion
are somewhat disregarded when
it comes to intellectual discussion. Why is that faith cannot
be included in discussions of
rational knowledge?
A wise man once said. "The
further the spiritual evolution
of mankind advances, the more
certain it seems to me that the
path to genuine religiosity does
not lie through the fear of life,
and the fear of death, and blind
faith, but through striving aftei
rational knowledge."
It just so happens this wise man
is none othct than Albert linstein.
a famous physicist and champion
of rational knowledge, as well as.i
man of profound faith.
In our culture today, some
might find it difficult to believe
someone like linstein would
say such a thing. We often think
of him as the great genius who
relentlessly sought todiscoverscientitle truths, but we don't usually think ol him as the man with
a laiih to move mountains Ami
why is that? Win is it wehavecre-

Classified Ads
419-372-6977
rtu i"< News wrill noi knowing!)
■cceptadvntlMnwntitlui discriminate, HI encourage discrimination
■glJllSl Ml) imlnnlti.il in group Oil
the basis i»t race, sex, i otor, crjeed
religion, national origin) sexual
orientation, duaDflity status u .i
rateran.oi on the bult of an) othet
I. gall) protected status

aled such a wide chasm between
rational knowledge and failh?
In a typical secular environment, and especially in a university setting, rational knowledge
is highly glorified — and understandably so. We are here to learn
and to enhance our own intellectual capacity.
And we all want the answers to
the lough questions: Why are we
on this earth? What is the meaning of life? Is there life after death?
Throughout history, people have
tried to answer these questions.
Hut ultimately, the answers to
many of these questions come
down to a faith component, if
the) ic not completely dependent
on faith.
I'm not saying faith and n'ligion
are meant to fill in the gaps where
our intellectual capacity fails.
Instead I'm agreeing with linstein
in that "genuine religiosity Hies in|
striving after rational knowledge."
Todays culture says that being
intellectual means discussing
great theories and ideas in the
search for tnilli. being intcllcc
rual means being well-versed in a
particular field of study and being
able to debate those theories. Bin.
often times, in our over-seculai
Ized world, there is little to no
room for talk of God or religion.
And as a result, our world is in
a constant slate of conflict. We
debate endlessly on moral issues
because they are claimed to he
based on religious faith. We are
polarized over the issue of prayer
ill public schools, "In (loci We
liust" on our currency or "under
God" in the Pledge Ol Allegiance.
We ate conflicted because spirituality and religion have been so
privatized and in some ways, suppressed,
I have found in my own intellectual discussions with others

that it I make one mention ot
God or faith, my argument is suddenly dismissed hecause faith
cannot be proven. In that situalinn, I often wonder Since when
does life consist only of what can
lie perceived through the sens
es? Since when does spirituality
become overlooked?
God, faith and n'ligion should
be at the forefront of the discussion in attempting to answer the
bigi|iicstionsol life and in searching for truth. Religion is neither
a crutch nor a way Of escaping
reality. It humbly admits that we
an' not in full control of this life,
Inn (iod is. It puts our own human
limitations into perspective. It recognizes that in the process of discovering the tnith of what can see
in the tangible world, we must
aboo intinue to discover the tnith
of wliat we cannot see in the spiritual world.
So where docs faith belong in
our culture? And why have some
become particularly skeptical of
organized religion?
In my own experience. I have
bund that some find organized
n'ligion to be too "by the book" or
too "ritualistic,'' but a lot of times
those |xiiple have not taken the
time to leant why those traditions
arc important to that n'ligion. In
the end, it all comes back lo faith.
Faith is the rock on which traditions are built.
And until the end of lime, faith
and religion will have an extremely important part to play in our
world, even if people try to avoid it
or reject it. But we shouldn't Every
intellectual debate should make
room for religion and spirituality. Faith and reason compliment
each oilier beautifully.
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Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

Dance Marathon Overall!
November 29th 9:15 in the
Union Ballroom For the Kids1

Needs more tickets
for December graduation
Call Jen at 419-352-7591.

'BARTENDING! up to $300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

Childcare needed in our Perrysburg
home. 3 weekdays. 8am-5pm. email
m.childcare@holmail.com

6 bdrm.. up to 8 unrelated
Available May 07. 916 Third St.

Flu Shots Available
Walk-in appointments only available
lo students, (acuity, staff, alumni,
and spouses at the main entrance of
the Rec Center. Wednesday. November 15. 4:00-7:30 pm, $22 cash
check or bursar.

Subleaser wanted for Spr. & or Smr
semesters 5 bdrm. house, across
from campus $290 mo. Call 419303-8793.

Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarKey.com

Summer 2007 Income Opportunity
Aqua Pro student franchises. Residential power washing business. Net
$ 1200 per week. May be used lor internship credit. 866-275-2782.

Wanted

Help Wanted

Holiday
'Catering
*

.»

z-

l;*

Subleaser wanted. 1 bedroom.
lurnished. $290 mo. 8 utilities.
Block off campus 419-343-8261

Voko Japanese Restaurant
Now hiring servers'hosls'hostesses
419-893-2290
465 W, Dussel Dr Maumee.
Located in Suffolk Square.
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19

Shuts hard
Squealers
Taj Mahal city
Actress Debra
Redact
"OB VII" author
Isolated
Kedrova of "Zorba the Greek"
Mattress cloth

20 Two galleries
23 Coin opening
24
25
28
30
34
36
38
39
42
43

Fairness in the workplace grp.
Foot: suff.
Director Kazan
Pixie
Molecule element
Truck scale units
Like some seals
Two galleries
Tnbe on the move
Missile storage site
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2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
Advance Tickets tor Happy Feet and
Casino Royale Are now Available
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A 0000 YEAR (PG-131 145430700950
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100
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Selling points
Raison d'__
NASA's ISS partner
Goes bad
Drying kiln
Two galleries
Came down to earth
Pesters persistently
Metal fastener
Stripped down
Beech or birch
Aviator Balbo
Peepers
Medicinal fluids
Magnetic unit
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Italian Kcsiauiaiil

I OHM.:,

fine Wines

1

rtW

I'i»l;i\ K Saiurahp 4pm-lani

Authentic Italian Cuisine

419-352-7070.

Established Public Relations firm
seeks to till ENTRY LEVEL position.
Qualified candidates will have interest in PR/Communicalions and be
selt-starter. Duties will include registering people lo vote for, or against,
state alcohol sales issue. Si0.hr includes additional performance bonus. Call 866-666-6995.

Housekeeping/cleaning. Highly motivated person lo clean & keep house
twice per week in Perrysburg. Call
Betsy 419-490-6212.
Now Hiring I
For those who love to interact with
people, demonstrate Iheir creativity
and deal with something Iresh. ditlerenl and challenging every day,
this is the job lor youl Wood Lane
Residential Services. Inc. is hiring
lull-time, pan-time & subs lor all positions lo assisl adults with disabilities with daily living skills in a group
home setting
$8.50-$13.187hr
based on experience. No experience necessary. High school diploma GED S acceptable driving record
req'd Obtain application packet
Irom Wood County Board ol MR/
DD.11160EastGypsyLaneRd. Bowling Green, Ent. B. Monday-Friday,
8:00am-4:30pm. Or download an
application packet al www.woou'lane
iesiaential.org, EEO Employer.
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$465 per mo., 1 bdrm. ettic. Util. incl
Close to campus & downtown. Avail.
Jan. 1,2007.740-334-1720.
Copper Beech Town Homes. Single
unit apl. looking lor 1 sublsr. ASAP
or looking lor Spr. Sem. Fulty turn,
spacious kit., brand new appliances.
WD. AC. central heal, breaklast
bar, hi-spd. cable S internet incld. in
rent. $650 mo. 216-538-0061.
dansolo@bgsu.edu
" Lg. 1 bedrm. apt., also rooms
Avail, NOW S/or 1st ol year - 2
bdrm 1/1/07. 07-08 S.Y. 8 all listings 24/7 @ cartyrentals.com or call
353-0325
07 • 08 School Year
1.2 & 3 bedroom apis, available.
For more inlo call 419-354-9740.

1 bdrm. house on 7th St. Flex.
lease
No util. Avail. Jan. 1st $420 month.
419-287-4337.
1 -2 bedroom
Available Jan.. 2 - 07 lo May 07
326 Leroy. 419-308-2676.

THE

SMASH
COME
With the name
nobody wants to say4
A Race Show aimed
at depowering
negative words and stereotypes

Call 419-308-2676.
Cozy & spacious 1 bdrm. apl. avail,
now. Close to campus, only 5 min.
walk. $350 mo. plus util, & you'll
have your own parking spot. Please
call 419-410-1351 for more details.
Grad students & mature undergrads.
1 bdrm. apt. Close to campus. Avail.
Dec More info call Gary 352-5414

For Rent

07 - 08 School Year.
Listings available cartyrentals.com
or 316 E. Merry »3
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Angry, and then some 58 Market
Heads in LeHavre
59 Ancient portico
Swelling
60 Jurist Fortas
Presides over
Body of water formed
in 1905
40 Range of the Rockies
41 Old defense acronym

44 Plant part

f 419353-2277 i

r

Hackneyed
Take part in a game
Yeats' country
Ripening agent
Longoria and Gabor

31
32
33
35
37

ACROSS

Call 353-5800 or

Findlay Pike Apts.
111/113 Findlay Pk Portage, OH
Large2&3bdrm Apts.
Efficiency Garage for 1 Vehicle
Starting at S475/mo. + Utilities
Only Moments from B.G.!

27 Cabinet features
29 Hit by the Rolling
Stones

II

Visit Us Online at

Mr*'

53
54
55
56
57

26 Cultural values

www.meccabg.com
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Intensely eager
Program choices
Co-founder of "The Taller"
Family reunion attendees
Point after deuce, perhaps
Diacritical mark
Stirrup bone
Rulers with unlimited power
Pluck
Anticrime acronym
46 Evel Knevel forte
Invite
48 __ de corps
Conductor Georg
51 Gawk
Had aspirations

25 Turkish ruler, once

November

Hilrsd*l«Apts.
1082 Fairview Ave.
1 & 2 bdrm Apts. or 3 bdrm Twnh.
Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal
Washer & Dryers tin 2/3 bdrm)
Air Conditioning
Carports & BGSU Bus Shuttle
"Ask about internet discount

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22

walteit@bgsuedu

1 rmte needed for Campbell Hill.
Jan. until May. $240 mo.
Call Alissa 419-270-7491

/■lEfrlCA

1 Go a round with
2 "Leroi d'Ys" composer

'i

•t -

Starting First Week of
■*

VJ

1

|H|
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Uraku Japanese Restaurant
Now hiring servers and cooks.

Renting for
2007/2008

III!

Send comments lo tauten Wallet at

1 female for Spring 2007. Close to
campus:506 N. Enterprise. $316 mo
Call lor more inlo 440-724-9398.

Management Inc.

rtrtrtf

Italian KrMiiurnnl

Travel
#1 Spring Break Website! Low prices guaranteed. Group discounts
(or 6». Book 20 people, get 3 tree
trips1
www.gpringBrggkDiscQUnl5.cQm
or 800 838 8202.

i* IB|,U "

2 bdrm. furnished apt. w/ gas fireplace. Located next 10 water tower
on Manville Ave. 352-5239.
2 bdrm. unfurn. apt. 139 S. College
Lease 1 yt 15-15-07-5-10-08) $600
per mo. incl. util.. dep. req. 419348-3134.
2 Bedroom - 420 S. Summit
$460 * utilities
AC. DW. quiet area
419-352-8917
3 & 4 bedroom houses to rent
Close to campus & downtown
419-308-2456
3 bdrm. house, 1 block from shuttle.
Garage. A/C, W/D hookup. NO
PETS. $750 S util. 419-353-8208.

Highland Management
1 S 2 bedroom
Lease for 07' ■ 08' School Year
Graduate Housing

419-354-6036
HOLIDAY SPECIAL!
1,2 OH First Month's RentIvywood Apartments
419-352-7691 EHO
•some restrictions apply
House avail, immed. 3 bdrm.. 2 balhcentral air. washer/dryer hook-up,
fenced in yard. Call 419-494-9509.
Houses, Apts for 07-08 school year
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting, LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2M-F
www.bgaparlmenls.com
Quiet tenants preferred
Lrg. 1 bdrm apt. 234 1/2 S. College.
1 1/2 block from campus. $360 per
month, spring thru summer.Call 978273-2243.
Newly renovated 2 bdrm apt. on 4th
Street $525 a month . util. 419-4091110 or 419-352-4456.
Roommates Needed.
$300
419-353-5100.

•

Simply styling..our 1 bdrm. apts.
have lots of style lor a price that is
simply perfect! Special pricing avail.,
hurry in, this is a limited time offer.
Charing Cross 419-352-0590
Subleaser wanted for Spring &/or
Summer semesters. 3 bdrm. house.
$275 mo. & util. 330-806-1886.
Two-3 bdm. houses. Close to BGSU
Ofl-street parking. W/D, AC. One-3
bdrm. apt. w/ W/D, off-street parking
Close to BGSU. One-2 bdrm. apt.
oil street pkg Close to BGSU. All
avail Aug. 15, 2007. 419-352-4773.
419-265-1061 (cell).

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $485!
On selected floor plans

Evergreen Apts.
215E.PoeRd.
Large 1 or 2 Bedroom
Efficiencies
Laundry on Site
BGSU Bus Route
Only 15 minute walk to campus!

• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen

Monday, November 20, 2006 @8pm

Management Inc.

Stop by the Office

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

• Pets welcome!

# 9xt

'07 May/Aug. Leases
Now Available

-FREE HEA1
VARSITY SOUAW
"'«IM(r(»

i

H C.YP".. lAMf
1 PHCO

N

t

at 1045 N. Main St. or
Check Us Out at
www.meccabg.com
for full listing,
prices, & pictures!

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 tjj*
1

Call 419-352-9392

or www.froboserentals.com
for current listing

These houses won't
last long

Call TODAY!
FROBOJJE RENTAL

